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Nancy Adams And
The Tonettes Join
Station WFUL Staff
If you haven't been listening to wry'. lately don't
say the management hasn't invited you to listen to
some of the most sparkling programs ever presented on
any radio station in the area. Concentrating on good,
"live" talent, the program log is bustling with your favorite radio personalities.
This week, two new programs were added to make
WFUL the "live" talent station of West Kentucky and
here the News takes great pleasure in introducing them
to you by way of the trusty News photographic department.

4110 TIME
PUBLISHED IN THE "1311011.1.NA
Volume Twenty-Six

Dick Goulder And
Charles Column, Suh!
Dick Goulder
(left) and Charles Council, both
Boy Scouts from
Hickman, were
the two listed as
"unidentified" in
last week's picture, showing
Scouts from Fulton County who
attended the
Valley Forge
Jamboree. Our apologies to the
boys and their fine parents in
Hickman.

Grover Wright, Badly
Burned In Accident,
Reported Improving

On Monday, Nancy Adams, star of national radio
and TV fame joined the station in a daily afternoon program called the "Disc Jockey House Party", starring
Nancy and Kelly Lowe, an old stand-by of WFUL.
Kelly and Nancy do their own commercials, review
new records, play old favorites, and of course Nancy
comes in often with songs presented, as only she can
present them on her famous ukelele presented to her
by Arthur Godfrey. She also plays the trumpet. Show
is aired Monday thru Friday from three to four o'clock
in the afternoon. Nancy and Kelly invite you to join
them in the studio at WFUL any afternoon.
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Court Approves Huge
$100,000,000 Road Bond
Issue F4Kentucky
FrankThe Court of A
fort Friday gave a
green
light to Kentucky's $1
million
road bond issue.
The case was a test of the bond
issue to enable Kentucky to participate in the Federal interstate
road-building program.'
The Court of Appeals left a
potential roadblock to easy sale
of the bonds by upholdir a three

Selective Service Board
Grover C. Wright, Cayce, Ky., Cuts Office Hours

general superintendent of the
Ted H Climer Co. of Union City
for the past 6½ years was Beverly burned Wednesday, July 17,
when a trenching machine which
he was operating at the site of
the new Fulton County Consolidated school at Hickman burst
into flames as it was being refilled with gasoline.
Mr. Wright, doused by the
flaming gasoline, ran across an
open field but was caught and
his burning clothes removed by
two other workmen, Dee Robertson of Cayce and John L Wisdom, Negro, of Union City.
Mr. Wright was carried to the
clinic of Dr. Richard H. White
of Hickman, given emergency
treatment and then transferred
to the Jones hospital in Fulton.
On Wednesday of this week, his
condition was reported
the
hospital as 'good", and the Ittrns
were healing.
A bulldozer cofsered the trenching machine with dirt to extinguish the flames. The machine was
a total loss but was covered by
insurance, Mr. Climer 'aid.

OP

Mrs. Lena M. Lawson, Clerk
for Selective Service System,
Hickman, Ky. announce. that beginning on July 31st the office
will be in operation on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays and
the office hours will be from 8
a. m. until 4:30 p. m.
To avoid extra trips and to
gave time you may call 2834.
All boys who have attained
their eighteenth birthday still
must register within 5 days after
the birth date, also registrants
who have been released from service must report to Local Board
within 30 days.
Any information that might
have an effect on your present
status must also be reported immediately.
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Note Booki

per cent

limit on interest to be
paid. Since passage of the issue,
the bond market has risen sharply and observers fear the state
will have trouble selling three
per cent bonds on a tight money
market.
Governor Chandler and Finance
Commissioner James W. Martin
expressed _confidence that the
road bonds, with a triple-A rating, will be sold without difficulty.
Not as optimistic as Chandler,
Martin said the restriction placed
on bond interest definitely will
put the state a a disadvantage in
the market.
Martin said the state will offer
no more than $20 million dollars
worth of bonds initially.
Appelate Coure reversed only
that part of the Franklin Circuit
Court ruling which held that
gasoline taxes Int rural secondary roads — two cents a gallon—
were excluded from obligation
to pay off the bonds.
This means, in effect, that all
road fund taxes collected by the
state for state purposes are obligated to secure the bonds and
can be used to pay principal and
Interest.
The judges winding up business
for a summer recess, also put
(Continued on Page Ten)

farmers Who Didn't Plant All Of Corn Or
Tobacco Allotment Should File With ASC

Number Thirty

lir/ID-SHIPMAN WRIGHT

Midshipmen Wright
Visits South America
Atlantic Fleet (FHTNC) — On
a summer training cruise aboard
the tactical command ship USS
Northampton, Midn. 3/c Hendon
"0" Wright sends messages by
signal light.
Wright is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. 0. Wright of Highlands,
Fulton, Ky., and a student at
the U. S. Naval Academy.
He visited Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, July 2-10, and was scheduled to arrive at Trinidad, British West Indies, July 20.
More than 3000 midshipmen
from the U. S. Naval Academy
and Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps of 15 colleges and universities are taking part in the
first training crui.le of the summer.
The midshipmen left Norfolk,
Va., June 13 after participating in
the International Naval Review
at Hampton Roads June 11
While at sea they are receiving
practical training in the duties
and life aboard modern men-ofwar.
The midshipmen are scheduled
to complete the cruise at Norfolk
August 6 after gunnery training
exercises at Guantanamo Bay.
Cuba

Some weeks when press day
rolls around I get just plum put
out with myself. All week before
I keep making notes in my notebook about stories I want to
write- and about little events I
want to report to you . . . and
then I hear Paul chanting the old
refrain . . . "copy dealine is one
o'clock today." I realize then that
I don't have time to even review
my notes, much less write a
story.
For instance this week I wanted to do an overall story about
all those sizzling golf matches that
are in progress at the Country
Club. Records are falling right
and left among the adult men
and women and among the junior
players and I haven't had a minute to run out there and see who
the latest champion is. Its right
discouraging to realize there are
so few hours in the day to get
accomplished what I want to.
Then there's a wonderful story
in the new pony ring that has
gone into business in Highlands
across from the Derby Cafe. Ronnie Ashley, Katie and Brenda
Sue Brown are really giving the
small fry a fine time with their
pony rides and it would make an
interesting story to report how
these enterprising young felts
have utilized thiir energies to
make themselves some extra
money and afford themselves and
little children some exciting and
happy moments.

Any farther who failed for
Tobacco
August 1.
various reasons to plant an the
Corn -- August I.
corn acreage allotment or sot out
This is a means whereby a
all the tobacco acreage allotment farmer can maintain his historifor his farm may prtiErve his cal ba.se when failing to plant all
1957 acreage history by filling a his allotted acreage.
There's some intereetuag news
request at the County ASC
Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman
in the fact that Dr. Thomas CalOffice.
Obion County ASC Committee,
lahan and his interesting family,
In order for this request to be urges each of you whom can bene(Wilda and the three children,
A laborer from Jackson. Tenn- effective it must be signed and fit in such a manner to take this
Carol, Skipper and Bill) are aressee fell from the third floor of filed with the ASC Office by the opportuity to preserve your hisriving this week-end to spend
the Italie Hotel in Fulton and date set forth below.
torical acreage.
two wonderful weeks here with
landed in the basement last week.
his mother, Mrs. L. H. Howard
and miraculously escaped with
and his sisters, Mrs. Ward BusFormation
of
a
new
subdivision
minor bruises and scratches.
partnership to develop the hart and Mrs. Lois Haws, and
When David Cox stepped on a
"Meadowview"
subdivision in their families. Thomas and familoose joist In a section of the
ly have not been home for two
East
Fulton
is
announced
this
west wing that is being rased,
years and that's a big story in itA 75-year-old South Fulton last year. Public Health offici- week, with "Spud" Edwards, Dr. self for if there's one thing that
the beam gave way and Cox, amid a shower of bricks, dropped widow died about 7 Friday als say the disease is termed John Lloyd Jones and Jack Car- Thomas looks forward to every
morning in a Fulton hospital, "encephalitis lethargic" and it ter as partners.
to the basement
The partnership, known as the year is coming back to Fulton
Although Cox stated that he apparently a victim of the dread is believed transmitted to huMeadowview
Developing Com- and visiting with the home-folks.
mans by mosquitoes and mites.
Following Nancy and Kellie, Dub Hale, that famous felt "mighty sore," be refused disease encephalitis.
pany,
has
acquired
the 23-acre
The death is the first recorded
Mrs. Tidwell was born and
The Boy Scouts have returned
disc jockey from "Hickman on the Mississippi River", hospital attention.
in the South Fulton area this reared in Onion County. She liv- subdivision formerly owned by from the Big Jamboree at
Valley
takes over with the "Dub Hale Show". Dub, a newseason. Last year some 12 cases ed in Martin for a short time but Jack and Jane Carter, who have Forge and I know they
must
moved
to
Texas.
The
new
comcomer to radio is doing a wonderful job with the "Rock
were diagnosed and four deaths spent most of her life in this
have some wonderful stories to
pany
will
continue
to
develop
occurred in this area.
area. She was married in 1903.
and Roll Express," "Mystery Tune Time," and late in
tell. But I will be saved on this
Mrs. Laura Tidwell. widow of Her husband died six years later. and sell lots in the area, and story because I am going
to have
the afternoon he fills the airwaves with music that fills A contract for black-topping Charlie
Tidwell, died in Haws She had made her home with a plans to open two North-South personal interviews with
boys
the heart with happiness. Dub has been toying airciund Ky foe from the •-y- north of Memorial Hospital where she sister, Miss Lillian Lacewell of streets and an East-West street in on WFUL at 9:36 a. m.the
on Frithe
subdivision.
Fulton
to
Hickman
the
city
had
been a patient since Sun- South Fulton, tor the past fortywith radios and tape recordings since he was old enough
Meadowview is located in a day to let them tell you in perlimits has been awarded to the day.
five years.
to recognize same and taking over the control board R.
clean,
quiet section of the city, son about the trip. I am going to
B. Tyler Company of LouisIk. M. W. Blankenship said
is
well
elevated, away from traf- interview as many boys as I can
Mrs.
Tidwell
member
was
a
of
was no difficult task for him. Dub, is "on the air" from ville.
Friday that the case had been
fic, and has recently been added on "Jo's Notebook of the Air" and
four in the afternoon to sign-off at 7:15 p. m. Give him The company submitted a low tentatively diagnosed as encepha- the Church of Christ
time runs out . . . I'll just let
Services were held at 4 Sat- to the Corporation and provided If
bid of $181,148.28 for the project, litis, commonly known as sleepthem take over my program until
a listen, will you?
city
facilities.
which covers 15.702 miles.
afternoon
urday
at
the
Whiteing sickness. He said that a test
/ have everyone of them tell you
was made Tuesday and that he Ranson Funeral Home in Union
their individual stories.
HUP,
TWO
THREE
FULTON PICNIC AUG. 22
is awaiting the results of the test City. The Rev. A. T. Evans offiThe Fulton County Farm Bu- before making a positive state- ciated and burial was in East
Coporals Gene Vancil and
I know there's an unusually
reau will have its annual picnic ment as to the cause of death.
View Cemetery.
Herbie Cathey are spending two good story in the big Cub Scout
and other events at the Fulton
He declared, however, that the
Besides her sister, she leaves weeks summer training at Ft. Carnival that will be held on
City Park on Thursday August symptoms were very similar to a son, Charles R. Tidwell of Chi- Stewart,
Georgia with the Ten- August 28. You know this carnin.
those encountered in this area cago.
nessee National Guard.
val has become the highlight of
the early Fall and big plans are
already in the making for the
DEVOTIONAL AT SMITH'S
Queen's contest, the twenty
The Businessmen's Devotional, booths that will
line the saw-dust
an early Monday morning feature midway and
the other big acts
of several years' standing here, that
always are featured in this
is* now meeting every Monday tremendous
undertaking by the
morning at Smith's Rose Room Cub Scouts.
at 7:20 a. m. All businessmen and
women of the Twin Cities are alToo, there's a petition circulatways welcome.
ing in the city of Fulton to secure
a city manager form of governHUDDLE DISMISSED
ment for the city. Names are beRex Huddle, Assistant Fulton ing secured from Fulton property
Chief of Police, who was wound- owners in order that the new
ed
in a recent gun battle in Mis- plan of government may be preAnd here's the panel of 21 Questions fame and the
sionary Bottoms, has been dis- sented to the voters in the Novanathema of Station Manager and Quizmistress Jo Westmissed from Haws Memorial ember general election. If the required number of voters signify
Hospital.
pheling. As you will note the panel members (all seattheir desire to change our present
ed) are smiling like canaries who just swallowed cats.
government then Fulton will see
"GIP"
IMPROVING
They have just finished a recording session and are
some changes made in the way
Fulton Chief of Police "Gip" the City of Fulton conducts its
delighted that they again added more wrinkles to alMcDade, wounded seriously in a city affairs. Persons circulating
ready furrowed brow of Quizmistress Jo, standing in
gun battle here early this month, the petition tell me that all of
the background. "Twenty-one Questions" is aired Monis reported to be improving at the names needed will soon be
and that means that the
day through Friday at 7:15 a. m. and if you want to hear
Added this week too was an hour-long program of organ, piano and vibraphone the Fulton Hospital, where he is secured
voters may have an opportunity
• patient.
fresh, sparkling quiz kids, just tune in at that hour. music presented by The Tonettes of Clinton, Kentucky. "At Home with
to vote on the change if they so
The
From left to right: Ken Winston, Norma Owen, Al Bus- Tonettes" is the title of the show presented by Janice Walker (at
desire. We'll bring you a story
the organ) and • PICNIC, FAIR AUG. 16
hart and Susan McDaniel.
Mrs. Brownie Burkett (at the vibraphon4) Janice and Brownie announce their The Hickman County rural about this when all the names
have
own numbers, have guests artists on the program, usually vocalists, and entertain youth fair, as well as the Hick- tion. been secured on the petiSee the News next week for late- photos of "House the wide WFUL listening audience from 12:35 p. m. to 1:35 p. m. each day Mon- man County Farm Bureau an
picnic, will be held August
I can only ask your indulgence
of Harmony, Hap Bowden" and "R. F. D. 1270, Partner day through Friday. Organ, piano and virbraphone music to your heart's delight •
10 on the grounds of Central in our failure to bring you some
Gardner."
Is the speciality of this famous duet.
High School at Clinton.
Co/Oilseed On Page Pour

Worker Escapes Death
In Fall At Earle Hotel

Edwards, Jones, Carter
Form New Partnership

First Area Encephalitis Death Of Year Is
Recorded In South Fulton Last Friday

Contract Let For
Blacktoppiil Ky. 94

•

We've Got to Stop Migration From Our Area
For those who haven't been too
alarmed over the mass migration
from West Tennessee and this lower
end of West Kentikicky during the
past seven years, the seriousness of
the situation has become more readily apparent during these past two or
three months.
Our good farmers, who provide the
backbone of the economy of most of
the smaller towns in this area, including Fulton, are having a hectic
year. Many of them could ease the
financial burden by accepting work
in a local factory, if there were one
in Fulton. . . and thus would stay
with us. If you will check the male
rosters of factories anywhere in the
area, a substantial number of farmers will be found supplementing their
scant farm earnings by regular
weekly payroll checks.
Having no factories in Fulton that
will offer them steady employment,
these people, their sons, and those
young men who are "growing up" in

Fulton are _forced to turn their attentions to other fields, however dis-

tant they may be.
We have noted a rather serious upswing of the migration problem in
and around Fulton this spring and
summer, and it's time we afe doing
something about it. Even those firms
who have apparently been unconcerned over this situation until now
are feeling the pinch that comes with
less buyers in town, less profits to
the firms in town, less business for
themselves, no matter what kind of
business they are in.
When our 20,000 farm friends and
customers lose their buying power,
tt-.:.‘ 5,000 residents of Fulton are going to feel it keenly, even though the
reaction is somewhat delayed for certain kinds of business.
What is happening? The State of
Tennessee bluntly says that the
"Migration problem" is the most serious confronting the State. Adjacent
Weakley County, which Fulton de-

pends on for a heavy segment of its
retail trade, has suffered the heaviest
loss in any County in Tennessee. Fulton County and Hickman County
have also lost, and the City of Fulton
is dropping, almost month by month.
We are going to have to provide
more factory work for men in Fulton and South Fulton in order to stop
this migration, and we're going to
have to get "on the ball" and get
going now. There are factories to be
found; there are factories that will
locate in Fulton; every month provides fresh news of all kinds of factories locating in the Mid-South. We
are not going to witness any industry
dropping in our lap; the competition
for locations is so keen nowadays
that he who waits for an invitation
has lost out.
If the 185 business firms in Fulton
will band together and determine to
go get an industry or two, they can
do it. With 185 individuals conscientiously looking for industry, One will
turn up, maybe several will turn up.
These comments are no reflection
on the hard-working industrial committee of the Chamber of Commerce,
which spends as much time as it can
at the job, with very little cooperation from the general citizenry. It is
not unusual to find that "everybody's
business is nobody's business", and
obviously we have so operated in the
past. But today, to stop this migration, to bring back receding business
in general, to see our apartments and
empty store buildings again fill up
with people and merchandise,
"Everybody's business is going to
be everybody's business."
Meaning, simply, that you and I
and the rest of the community have
to get to work and find some payrolls, and get started today. Sure,
everybody wants payrolls, but few
do more than sit down and wait for
them. Let's get active, aggressive
searching underway.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers, in Fulton, the first of which was founded In 1880.

Fulton News
Fulton, Ky.
•
I did NOT call you the Fulton
Express.
I called you the Fulton Messenger.
I was wrong either way, and
I should have apologized, but if
I started doing that every time
I goofed there just wouldn't be
any more editions of the Louisville Irish-American, which we
have been publishing since 1898
as the Kentucky Irish American.
Did you know the C-J stole
your whiskey tax refund editorial in advance?

NI Wok ifs thew w tresaforrod Mot out of dos
toy cleportiosotr

Kentucky

Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPIIELING
Editors and Publishers
member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Groves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1932
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 1879.
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A house without books is like a
room without windows.
—Horace Mann
To destroy the Western tradition
of independent thought it is not
necessary to burn the books. All we
have to do is to leave them unread
for a couple of generations.
—Robert A. Hutchins
All education should contribute to
moral and physical strength and
freedom.
—Mary Baker Eddy

As a public service to our nation's ten million--to Kentucky's
250,000 and your county's more
than 1,000 — adult illiterates,
you kindly encourage
could
many, many people to read all
about our nation-wide no cost
endeavor, in THE CORNET
MAGAZINE for August 1957?
Thanks, — and sincerely,
Good Samaritans For The
Three R's
Admiral, Iron Pursell,
Director
Frankfort. Kentucky
(Ed's note): Dear Admiral:
don't know where you got your
figures to the effect that 15%
of our County adults are illiterate, but if you feel that is correct, better send us a tape recording of the Coronet story.
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LAST
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Mr. and Mrs.
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Debbie, Mrs. E
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The way they got this Miss
Universe contest loused up this
year, they had better leave Atlantic City alone and go chew
on another project, these promoters out on Long Beach.
First, Miss United States was
disqualified when her mother-inlaw let it be known that the gal
was married and that was against
the contest rules. So they tossed
her out. After all, she admitted
she was a poor girl just trying
to make a couple of bucks out of
the publicity.
Next, Miss Universe, from
somewhere in South America,
was discovered to be under the
qualifying age of 18. So she
comes up with the presumbly
startling revelation that she was
past 17% and when a person's

peddlers of ugly wares many opportunities to claim the inquisitive and
impressionable minds of the Nation's
First off this week, I would like
youth.
to extend a welcome to our four
'THE MOST effective means of prenew operators. They are Patty
venting juvenile crime is proper
Brockwell, Dottie Ferguson,
Doris Harris and Patsy Butts.
adult guidance and practical moral
we hope you like being
Girls,
training, based on Christ's teachings,
here as much as we like having
in the home, school and church. A
you.
breakdown in this basic phase of
We are also happy to have back
in our office, Catherine Dolton
adult responsibility, however, is
and Martha Ann Harrison. They
clearly evidenced by the spiraling
have both been working in Deyouth crime statistics.
troit and Chicago offices — welcome back girls.
To implement the guidance of
Helen Campbell and Bobbie
home, school and church, weapons
Brown spent Friday shopping in
for combatting this menace must be
Memphis. They report having an
found or -forged in the arsenal -et-- enjoyable day
Eunice Seath and Eula Mullocal, state and Federal laws. And ford
had as their dinner guests
there must be cooperative public and
Friday evening Mr. and Mrs.
police effort to assure that meg 'ordiHugh McClinton of Clinton,
returning home
nances against obscenity are ade- Iowa. They werevacation.
from a Florida
quate and rigidly enforced.
Vacations have been in full
PARENTS, school authorities and
swing for the past few weeks and
still going strong. Virginia Forlaw-abiding citizens interested in the
rest and Slyvia Yates, had a
welfare of youth must share the duty
wonderful week in Pensecola,
of reporting sources of obscene maFla. The girls come home with a
pretty tan too.
terial to the proper officials. Most
Monette Bushart tnjoyed her
certainly, local civic leaders and
vacation last week. She took
legislators have a responsibility to
their communities in the matter of
controlling this pollution problem.
• ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lou Copelen •
Public opinion and coordinated
action, sparked by a Christian conMr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
science, can sound the death knell
James Thilliam spent Sunday
for the obscene material peddler. Aswolth Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family and Mr. and Mrs.
suredly, each and every citizen must
A. E. Green.
contribute to the fight against filth
Mr. Barney Waggontr and Miss
mongering or suffer in the moral conSharon Rose Waggoner left Suntamination spread by this diseased
day for their home in Chicago
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
business.

BOOKS

Dear Kentucky Editor:

P. W

"Big-Business" Filth Is Ruining Our Youth

THE FUL,TON COUNTY NEWS

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

by 1.4aFoatten'

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
items must be signed but
name will be °pulsated from
publication if requested.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By J. Edgar Hoover, Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigaion
"PLEASE do us American teenagers a big favor and get rid of the
trash that is trying to kill us." This
is the plea that recently came to me
by letter, and it is typical of the respectable youngsters across the country.
Many letters which I receive from
the younger population implore help
against the obscenity bombarding
them from all sides. This seventeenyear-old stated that even though lack
of family life and abscence of religious training were seeds of the youth
problem; certain sordid literature,
pornography, and other forms of obscenity acted as fertilizers to nourish
these seeds into juvenile crime.
IN THESE summer months with
their seasonal rise in sex crimes,
there is a special need to focus public
attention on a despicable business —
the sale and distribution of obscene
material.
The serious danger of this "bigbusiness" criminal enterprise lies in
its degrading influence on youth and
American communities. Too often
the purveyor of filth in the form of
movies, playing cards, books, photographs, and other devices, reap a rich
reward as a result of lackadaisical
public opposition to his evil occupation. The carefree hours of school
vacation time afford these, parasitic

(Ed's Note) Our proofreader's
apologies to the Irish -American,
Louisville.
The C-J had our permission to
run the advance.
Have enjoyed reading the re
ports from abroad. She's dome
a nice series.' —P. W.

1

that age, she might as well be
declared 18. Which is the same
set of rules we go by up here
North of the Pecos, meaning
nothing. But the judges discovered that she didn't need the couple
of bucks because she was from
a wealthy family, so they let
her keep the crown.
Or maybe their hangovers hadn't worn off from the previous
day.
Any way you look at it, the
Miss Universe contest has done
the grand flopperoo. About the
only way they're going to salvage another contest next year
is to make it "Miss Firmament"
and invite contestants from Mars.

ONLY

Between 18 and 25 and unmarried, if you please.
turns swimming at Ky. and Reelfoot lakes.
Jean McClannahan is planning
a big weekend at Ky. Lake this
week, have a lot of fun Jean, but
don't get too much ann.
Virginia Forrest spent last
weekend in Millington, Tenn.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Hicks.
The girls softball league is well
under way now. I don't have to
tell you about that tho, just look
around at some of the girls down
town, what with charley horses
and banged up fingers, they
show up pretty good. Smith's
Cafe is sponsoring our team. We
are having loads of fun playing.
Come on out and join us sometime, the more the merrier. You
got nothing to lose, 'cept maybe
a leg or a finger, (I'm kidding of
course).
Hazel Killebrew, who just recently became Mrs. Dean Killebrew, is transferring to Louisville, Ky., where Dean is employed. We hate to lose you Hazel.
but wish you lots of luck in your
new office.
We would like to extend our
deepest sympathy to Mayota Rice
in the death of her mother, Mrs.
Harlin D. Rice.
Seems we have a wrestling fan
in our midst. Our own chief operator, Mrs. Lilah Hastings. Saw
her in Smith's Cafe last Saturday
nite watching T. V. Wrestling of
course was on.
Martha Jane McKnight and
family are enjoying a vacation
in Gulfport, Miss. and New
Orleans, La. this week
See you next week

For less
almost I

have a
in your
aPPL
Taleplu

meal planning is
fun, quick and easy
freezer
with an
Take your pick of food right from an electric freezer!
No need to rack your brain for menu ideas when you
can keep a large selection of food that can be ready
in minutes. No reason to interrupt your schedule
with last-minute trips to the store. Enjoy the wonderful convenience of a food freezer—buy one now!
'

Bell.
Mr. John Elliott visited Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Green a while
Wednesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rollins
and daughter have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders the
past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Green
and daughter are spending the
weekend with relatives in this
community.
Mrs. Ora Elliott is spending a
.few days with Mf. and Mrs. Ben
Sanders.
Moore, and Mr. and Mrs. Bessie
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Moore. and family.
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mrs.
Phillip grown is visiting his
Julie Boyd Sunday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnie
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Byrd and
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cooley
Stevie have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Merchel Byrd this past have moved in the Herchel Elliot house.
_week.
Mr. Bobby Brown spent tht
FIRST VILLAGE
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arnie Brown.
The first village in Kentucky
Mrs. Frances Murehisan visit- was established opposite the site
ed Monday with Mr. and Mrs. of Portsmouth. Ohio, by French
Pat Snow and Mrs. Ella Veatch. traders In 1758
Mr. and Mrs. Byran Kirby
visited a while Tuesday evening
FIRST CENSUS
with Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow
In 1790, the first Federal cenand Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mrs. Mary Rice visited Wed- sus of Kentucky was taken with
the population tabulated as 73,677.
nesday with Mr. and Mrs. Carl

Alt

A freezer frees her!

Live Better Electrically
with FULL.

HOUSEPOWER

Full

HOUSEPOWER

provides for

more

convenient,

economical use of appliances you now own—and those
you will add In the future.

Wiring that provides Pull HOUSEPOWER
Is an investment In better living. Call our
office or ask your electrician about the Cortitled HOUSEPOWER plan.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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and Mrs_ Shelba Cook and baby
Miss Nancy Mike visited Mrs.
Mrs. 0. G. Clark • Herbert Howell last week.
Jimmie Wilkerson is visiting in
Chicago for a couple of weeks.
LAST WEIN
Mrs. Richard Allen visited Mr.
Sunday, June su. veritors of and Mrs. 0. 0. Ceark and family
MT. and Mrs. 0. 0 Clark and Wednesday afternoon, July 141.
family were: Mrs. R. H. Chlin
Mr. slid Mrs Raymond Clark,
from Memphis, Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs. /Melba Cook and baby and
Mrs. Junior Crum, Ronnie and Misses Bettie and Mary Clark
Debbie, Mrs. Shelba Cook and were 8aturday night visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. 0. Cook. Mrs.
baby.
The fourth of July visitors of Cook served ice cream.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey McClain
Mr and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and
granddaughter
from
St.
family were: Mrs. Gladys Rogers and
from Memphis, Miss Sue Clark Louis. Missouri visited Mr. and
from Chicago, Mrs Jack Martin Mrs. 0. G. Clark and family this
arid son, Danny, from Chicago weekend.
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ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

noisy

NOT SO WISE
That fellow, Noah, was pretty
foresighed. And it's fine for the
civil defense to pattern its activity along that line. But we'll bet
Agriculture Commissioner Ben
Butler, whose State agency has
been waging an intensive aerial
war against mosquitoes, doesn't
think Noah was so darned provident. Else, why would Noah
have taken aboard the two mosquitoes?

PIANO

For less-per•day than most families speed for
almost numberless small luxuries, you can now
hare a glorious modern Story & Clark piano
In your home! And, yes—your rentals can later
be applied against full purchase, if you wish!
Telephone I

•McCO/fNELL NEWS • DUKEDOM RT. 2 • NEW HOPE NEWS The Fulton News, Thursday, July
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
Joyce Taylor •
Mrs. Elmer Walston •
KENTIICHIETTE
LAST WEEK

We didn't have much rain last
week. The farmers put in a big
week's work and really felt like
resting
Saturday
when
night
came.
Mrs. Laura Matthews and Larry have returned home after a
few days visit in Detroit and
Akron.
Wylton Adams of Alamogardo,
New Mexico passed through this
vicinity last week_on his way to
Mass. He spent a short time with
his aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
0. F. Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Rowland
of Detroit have returned home
after a short stay with relatives
and friends here.
Mrs. Clarence French is getting
along nicely and plans to go
home from the hospital Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and
children started for their home
in Calif. a few days ago.
Mrs. Faye Maynard is home
from the hospital and attended
preaching services Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence in the Vestal Coltharp
home Sunday afternoon. Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence will returr to
their home in Ca4.-soon.
Miss Allie Ro lnd fell last
week and cut her arm. It required seven stitches to close the
gash.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Joyce called on Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. McGuire Sunday afternoon.
Mr. McGuire is recuperating
nicely after a week in the hospital. Another visitor of the afternoon was Mrs. Louis Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Floyd and
children of Detroit were guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Floyd, and Jana last week.
Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance Jones were guests in the
Cecil Wilkins home near Crutchfield Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parrish
of Fla. are visiting relatives and
friends here at this time.

The revival meeting will commence at the Baptist Church on
Wednesday evening, July 17th,
with Brother Allen Roher of leolsornciale, Kentucky, assisted by
the regular pastor, Brother Lewis Elliott. delivering the manages.
Services will be held at 7:46 p.
and 2 30 p. m. and will continue
for a period of ten days. The
public is cordially invited to attend these services.
The revival meeting will commence at the McConnell Church
of Christ on Sunday July 21st.
Brother Hoyt Barnett, regular
minister, will deliver the Sunday
morning and evening messages.
Brother Don Kester of Murray,
Kentucky will deliver the messages commencing Monday night
and continuing through Saturday night. A hearty welcome is
extended to all to come out and
attend these services
Mrs Della Wilson of Pontiac,
Michigan has returned to her
home after having visited her
mother, Mrs Grant Wilson, and
other relatives here. She was accompanied south by her daughter, Louise. and husband.
Mr Greenie Wilson of Chicago,
Illinois is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Omit Wilson, and other relatives in this vicinity this week.
Mr. Hershel! Wilson of Jackson.
Michigan has returned to his
home after having visited his
mother, Mrs. Grant Wilson, and
other relaUves here.
Mrs. Grant Wilson Is recuperating from injuries received in a
fall recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jackavotz
and
daughter, Ann, of Flint,
Michigan. have returned home
after having visited her brother.
William
Edward
Howard. and
other relatives here.
Miss Kathryn Howard of New
York City is spending the summer% months with her brother.
William Edward Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Jordan visited relatives in Chicago recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor,
Mrs. Virgie Haley of Memphis Joyce and Wylton Adams
visited
visited her sister, Mrs Anal Jor- the James Ellegoods
of near Arldan and family recently.
ington Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett *-Ibt"
Jordan and family of Lansing,
Michigan visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ancil Jordan and other relatives
here recently.
• •.•
& •• •
Little Misses Cindy and Pam
1-7-7T-Ary-y•cy‘_
Williams, daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Manus Elbert Williams of
1.1111
'It
Dallas. Texas, are visiting their
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Manus Williams and Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Perry.
Mies Linda Griffin is visiting
We have complete stocks
her sister. Mrs. Herman Mitchell,
and family of Chicago.
Melinda Blzwell of Cayce. Kentucky spent the week end with
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Ledbetter.
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DAYTON V-BELTS

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

Little Luan Boggess. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boggess
and granddaughter of Mrs. L. T.
Caldwell is now hospitalized at
Room 301. °Mon County General
Hospital. Union City. Luan was
a patient at the Haws Memorial
Hospital, Fulton. for two weeks.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell, received painful head injuries while
attending the bedside of her
niece, Luan Boggess. In addition
to the nine stitches required in
sewing her forehead, she had
black eyes and much swelling in
her face for several days.
Roy Vowel' is hospitalised at
the Obion County General Hospital, Room 221, Union City. We
wish for him a speedy recovery.
Mrs Thad Parrish was stung
by a seam last Friday afternoon
and
was blind for sometime.
However, she is reported to have
recovered at this writing.
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Mrs John M. Parrish is reported to be slowly improving
from her recent illness. She is
recuperating in the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Cody Fankboner.
114 South Pruyn. Salem, Illinois.

Comfort • Convenience • beauty

÷-)ospitality
Lodges - Cottages' Dining

and Kentucky

!Merit,
those

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Brundige
and sons of near Martin spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Long and daughter, Evelyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Wilhaucka,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hastings, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Earl Hastings
and family and Mr. and Mrs. D.
R. Mason and family .
- pent last
Sunday at Reelfoot Lake.
We extend our sympathy to the
Jim Brundige family in the passing of their wife and mother.

Mrs. Flora Ritter and sister,
Beatrice Via, spent Wednesday
with Mrs. Ellen Potter and her
father, Mr. Daniels, in the Mt.
Pleasant community.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Leap and
daughter. Judy, returned to their
home in St. Louis, Mo. Tuesday
night after attending the funeral
of their brother-in-law, Clarence
Jobe.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Via and
children, Patsy and Tommy, Mrs.
Flora Ritter and Mrs. Beatrice
Via spent Friday at Reelfoot
Late.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans spent
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Wa:1ter Comm.
Mrs. Ella Veatch and Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Snow visited Mr. and
Mrs. Elmeit Walston Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
late Sunday afternoon.
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Mr and Mrs. Leonard Milford
of Morehouse, Mo. were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Bondurant.
Mr. and Mrs. Seward Wade and
family of New Orleens and Mr.
and Mrs'. Kenneth Wade and
daughter of Kingsport, Term. are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wade and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Murrell Jeffreas and Mr. and Mrs.
Marie Jetfrees and families.
Mrs Edna Alexander Is attending the bedside of her sister,
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, in the Methodist hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Oliver is improving slowly.
We wish her a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Nona Atteberry and Mrs.
Mayme Freeman visited Mrs. Mae
Wall Friday afternoon.
Miss Mary Ann Simpson of
Murry College is spending the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Simpson
Mrs. Johnnie Moseley of near
Union City Is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Moseley and Eddie.
We are glad to know that Helen Fay Smithnier is home from
Obion County hospital and Is
improving. We wish her a speedy
recovery.
Mrs. Monette Fowler, Mrs. H
H. Council of Union City, Luther
Hutchins and Eddie Moseley attended the bedside of a relative
in a Louisville, Ky. hospital two
days last week.
BALL FOR BURR
On Nov. 3, 1808, Aaron Burr,
charges with high misdemeanor,
appeared in Frankfort court where
he was defended by Henry Clay.
He was acquitted Dec. 2. His acquittal was celebrated by a brilliant ball held at Frankfort.
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FOR THE BEST SALADS

SPEAS
VINEGARS
FULLY AGED—MELLOW

Telephone
Talk
by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

NEWEST DRIVE-IN CREATION — It's really something, this growing trend toward drive-in service. You can
shop, you can bank, go to the movies, even have your car
washed while sitting comfortably behind the wheel. Our
telephone engineers are making field tests to add still
another convenience to this motorized age — the drive-in
telephone, that will let you make calls without leaving your
oar. We've selected two cities as test sites. If folks like
drive-in phones, you'll probably see 'em one day wherever
you go on streets and highways. It's still another way we're
working to put telephone service in arm's reach of everybody, everywhere.
• •

Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Line
For all makes of bearing aids!
Visit one Hearing' Aid Department at'your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
LOS Lake Street

Phone 75

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE
* •
Chairs

•

Gliders
Tables
• * •
Easy Terms;
Immediate Delivery

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

BOTTLED
IN BOND

BENNETT ELECTRIC

WHITE ON THE GREEN
Natural gas was discovered by
Samuel White on the Green River
In 1828.

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

CAYCE NEWS

Mrs Mary Cook, Miss Anna
Lou Caldwell and letle Bradley
Caldwell Boggess spent Monday
morning with Mrs. Thad Parrish
and sons, David and Larry.

a
l
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Low down payment_._
4110
and Easy Terme

Harman, the Auxiers and others
in 1787. Jenny Wiley, noted heroine of Eastern Kentucky, found
refuge at the fort from Indians
in 1787 after she had been held
captive several months at Mud
Lick Falls near Paintsville.

Clarke Bondurant •

Fishing, Swimming, Boating, Oolf,
Tennis,4-iorsebock-riding,Camping

Peke .Parks below to tke people oP
,,ituclea,-- sti'czy aem — — —9klp

Douglas Wheeler of the Paintsvine Herald writes in a letter to
this column:
The first settlement in Eastern
Kentucky (all 14 counties) was
in Johnson County in the Old
Block House Bottom near the
mouth of Johns Creek. The site
Is five miles below Dewey Dam
and Dewey Lake State Park.
The old fort, or block house,
was established
by Matthias
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MISS SOMEONE OUr-OF-TOWN?
Why not enjoy the warm satisfaction
of a "voice visit" by Long Distance?
It's fun, it's easy, and it costs so little
especially when you call station-tostation. Just give the operator the name
of the city and the number you want.
If you don't know the number, give
her the name.the phone is listed under and tell her you'll
talk with anyone who answers. You save up to %, you
know, on station-to-station calls. And
you get extra values nights after 6 and
all day Sundays. Then you can talk station-to-station between Kentucky cities
for four minutes at
the same daytime
rate. For instance,
you can call Henderson for just 50c, Frankfort

for 75c. Isn't there someone
you'd like to call tonight?
•
•
•
MORE THAN YOU SEE — The telephone in your home
is just one small part of the equipment that makes 11
possible for you to call anywhere, any time. Behind it are
miles of wire and cables, complicated switchboards and
electronic gadgets—and over 4,960 Kentucky

Southern Bell folks, 65 of them here in Fulton,
all working together to bring people closer together.
---

The Fulton News, Thursday, July 25, 1957

Diary of Doin's
A well-known lady hereabouts made a memorable remark at the Fulton Country Club the other day. Said
she: "I'm getting to be a bigger fool every day." The
record does not reveal that she had any contradiction
to her statement, for those around her were participants in the folly that brought about the remark.
Indeed, on Ladies Day at the Country Club on Tuesday nearly 60 ladies played golf in that pouring rain
that descended on the area all afternoon. But good.
rhey teed off in the rain, they played the fairway in
Ihe rain, and they concluded their games in the rain.
did.

And what is more the local
ladies are not the only ones who
can be viewed with tongue in
cheek, for ten avid golfers came
up from Dyersburg, Tenn. and
played a tournament with the
Fulton gals. No one seemed to
question the advisability of playing golf in the rain. They just
viewed the skies, made some
small comment that it was raining and went on like the sun was
shining as bright as all get out ..
. which it wasn't.
Golf clubs slipped threw the
fingers, water splattered and golf
balls went askew, but who cared
. . . it was ladies day and that
meant golf playing and that they

the Country Club could not be
reached for details, but it was
reported that a group of Fulton
golfers motored to Metropolis,
Illinois on Wednesday to take
part in an inter-city golf tournament there. These treks to the
various cities are much fun,
meeting golfers from other cities
.. but the golf wail is the same
all over . . . "if I hadn't gone
in the rough ... or the creek . .
if I hadn't blown up on number
three . . . . I would have had a
" lust listen to them
sometimes when you ask about
the score.
Sunday at the Fulton Methodist Church the young people will
again be buzzing all around. The
Intermediate Fellowship group
will do something unusua; in
planning a family night dinner
at six o'clock in the evening at
which time they will be hosts
and hostesses to their familiee
Then too, the Senior Fellowship group will take off for a
wonderful all-day outing at
Natchez Trace State Park. In the
evening the Fulton group will
join' the Martin group in sharing
an out-door worship service.
There
are
many impressive
knolls around the park that make
such a worship service most effective and most impressive.

And maybe you think the rain
had any adverse effect on the
scores. Well, it didn't. Betty Jean
Vowel' came away as medalist
for Fulton with a sizzling 45 and
Louise Binford won low putts
for the local girls with only 11
putts for the round. That's a
major feat when the greens are
fast and dry. In other scores, an
up-and-coming young lassie by
the name of Betty Brae from
Dyersburg was medalist for her
group with a 55 and Dorothy
McKnight won the novelty prize
Highlighting the social calenwith high blind bogey. To the dar for August will be the marrigolfers that makes sense . . . .! age of Miss Fredrica Gibson to
J. Wayne White and already local
The publicity department of hostesses are feting this popular

bride-elect wilt, many lovely table.
Assisung in aervino arid regatherings.
Such was the event on last Sat- ceiving the guests were Mrs.
urday when Mesdames Louis Parks Weaks,. Mrs. C. D. EdWeeks, Vodie Hardin and Har- wards, Mrs. Charles Homra of
vey Maddox entertained at tea Ridgely, Tenn., Mrs. Je rr y
in the hospitable Weaks home on Hawks, Miss Norma Owen, Miss
Mary Ann Hill, Miss Shirley
Third Street.
Enchancing the beauty of the Walker of Milan, Tenn., and
living-rooms were beautiful ar- Miss Eleanor Harper of Memrangements of summer blossoms. phis, Tenn.
In this gracious setting more than
On Wednesday morning the
eighty guests called from four
until six in the late afternoon.
_home Of Mrs. Joe Bennett was
The honoree wore a beautiful the soene of a lovely party when
fermal dress of white chantilly Mrs. Bennett, Mrs. Vernon Owen
lace and net designed with and Norma Owen and Mrs. BilN
strapless bodice and a volumin- Blackstone and Miss Marian
ous hooped skirt. Side panels Blackstone were hostesses to a
o' many net ruffles were pois- bridge-luncheon. Guests gathered over the lace skirt. Her gift ed at the Bennett home at ninecorsage was of pink roses and thirty in the morning when four
stephanotis. Mrs. Fred Gibson, tables of bridge players enjoyed
mother of the bride-elect, wore this delightful pastime.
At noon luncheon was served
a shell pink linen dress with
the bodice heavily encrusted amidst a decorative scheme of
with matching lace. Matching blue and white carried out in the
chiffon formed a floating panel flower arrangements, the table
in the back. She also wore a decorations and other appointcorsage of roses. Mrs. George C. ments around the house.
For this occasion Miss Gibson,
White of Memphis, mother of
the groom-elect, wore an ice the bride-elect was dressed in one
blue linen with a deep yoke of of her trousseau frocks of blue
matching lace and a corsage of and gold embossed cotton. She
roses. Mrs.. Weeks wore white was presented a corsage of white
linen. Mrs. Maddox wore black stephanotis, circled with light
linen with a white Venetian lace blue tulle. As a mememto of the
collar which was studded with occasion she was given a cup and
saucer in her chosen pattern of
rhinestones.
The tea table was draped with chilli.
At the conclusion of the bridge
white candles and crystal epergnettes holding bells of Ireland games prizes were presented to
and baby's breath. Crystal punch Mary Latta for high score, Elizabowls were at each end of the beth Caldwell for second high

On Seturday cvening. July 13,
and Rosalind Sisson for low
Miss Gibson and her fiance,
score.
Wayne White, were guests or
----Prior to lees ing Memphis honor at an al fresco hamburget
where she was a student at Mem- supper given by Mr. and Mrs
phis State College, Miss Gibson Jene Roland White and Mr and
was the inspiration for many Mrs. Richard Pruett at the Pruett home.
lovely parties in her honor.
Tirteen couples enjoyed the
A gift tea was given by Mrs.
J. L. Poteet at her home in Mem- delicious meal, followed by an
phis, honoring Miss Gibson. Co- evening of informal entertainhostesses were Mrs. Frances ment.
Glover, Mrs. J. M. McCormick
Mrs. Tommy Spraggs of Brookand Miss Marian Wilson.
Miss Gibson wore a ballerina field, Illinois is in Fulton for an
length frock of mint green taf- extended visit in the home of her
feta designed along empire lines parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hall.
with insets of a deeper shade of _Mrs. Spruggs is the former Peggy
green. Her gift corsage was a.
vivid purple orchid. Around
sixty-five guests called.
NOTEDOOK—
. we've coy
Miss Eleanor -Harper and Miss extra good stories
Shirley Walker, who were col- ered all the news in some fashion,
lege roommates of Miss Gibson but a good reporter oftentimes
and who will be bridesmaids in can dig and get better stories.
her -wQding, gave a luncheon in Its to find the time to do that
her honor at the Embers in Mem- digging that worries me. But
bear with us folks, some day
phis.
The honored guest wore a we'll find a digger to stretch the
spring frock of pure silk with a time and then we'll all be happy.
glowered print. Her hostesses I know I will.
gave her a corsage of white roses
MOVES TO BRADFORD
and their luncheon gift was an
attractive lazy susan.
The Liberty Company pajama
The guest list included Miss plant, which burned to the
Gibson, her mother, Mrs. Fred ground last week in Dyer in 't
Gibson, Mrs. G. C. White, mother spectacular $20i:,C0t) :ire, will
of the honoree's fiance, Mrs. R. move to a new factory building
G. Pruett, Mrs. J. L Poteet, Mrs. at Bradford. Tenn., the plant
William Harper, Mrs. Jimmy management announced hist
George Taylor, Miss Barbara weekend. The building has been
Dowd, Miss Patsy Wright, Miss , leased until a new plant can he
Barbara Risty and Miss Alida erected in Dyer, according to in.
formation.
Harper.
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This budget priced combination gives you two big appliances in one family size 11 cubic foot dial defrost
refrigerator. With all the famous G-E features including
the magnetic safety door and five year protection plan.

fre,•COnomIcal 40-Inch console speed cooking electric range with.fingertfp pushbutton controls, extra high-speed Calrod unit, "no-drip" cookSop and removable oven door.

REDUCED

169

DIAL-DEFROST REFRIGERATOR

G-E REFRIGERATOR FREEZER

G-E ELECTRIC RANGE

WITH
TRADE

REDUCED
TO

TRAC
$
229
95 WITF

G-E AUTOMATIC WASHER

A roomy 8 cubic foot refrigerator with full width freezer
featuring the famous G-E magnetic safety door, removable and adjustable door shelves, and temperature control with special defrost position.

Famous G-E Activator washing action gives YOU •
clean, lo,ight wash . automatically. Set it and forget
It . . . it will wash, rinse, damp-dry the clothes and
shut guilt off with the flexible automatic control.

_DUCED $1116995 WITH
TRADE
TO

REDUCEL $1 5995 WITH
TRADE
TO
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SAVINGS

CONSISTING"
Yt tANIERAL ELECTRIC 144" APPLIANCES
•
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NEW
LOW, LOW

FORA

NOTHING TO BUY -- NO OBLIGATION

PRICES

LIMITED

REGISTERIIURING OUR TRUCK LOAD SALE

ON ALL

TIMU
ONLY,

Some Lucky Person WillWin
All The Following Appliances:
* MODEL
* MODEL
* MODEL
* MODEL
* MODEL

WD660 WASHER-DRYER
1408 ELECTRIC RANGE
BH12 REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
SU60 DISHWASHER
FC40 DISPOSAU.
•

IOR APPLIANCES

Little
flower
length fi
over taf

ner has purchased any of these appliances during the con
test, the purchase price will be rtfunded.

.4.

FULTON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE CO.
LAKE STREET

PHONE 1
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It's simplc and casy to win . . nothing to buy, no jingles iu
write, just come in and register bcfore August 10th, 1957
Someone in the Mid-South area will win these 5 C-E appliances and the winner will be announced Sept. 1. If the win-
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poultry leader, who gave timely
Engagement And Approaching Marriage Of Miss Ella Is Getting Top , poultry
tips. The nutrition leadgave an interesting lesson and
Jame Cary Herbert and Dr. William Grymes Told Training Al N'westers erdemonstration
on a nutritious anJ
Miss Ella Doyle of Fulton, who
will be a senior at Fulton High
School this fall, is one of more
than 360 outstanding high school
students from 44 states, Canada,
and Alaska having a five-week
preview of college life on the
lakeshore campus of Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
They are attending the 27th
annual National High School Institute, which will be in session
through August 3. While on campus, students live in University
dormitories and study with
Northwestern faculty members.
Inaugurated at Northwestern
in 1930, the institute offers intensive training in the University's school of music, journalism,
speech, and the technological institute. Top students will be eligible for Northwestern scholarships, cash awards, and other
trophies and prizes. (Ella is
studying journalism).
The journalism course covers
various phases of reporting, editing, and advertising.
In addition to academic- training, the institute offers a recreational program of swimming on
campus beaches, tennis, dances,
picnics and sightseeing trips in
Chicago.
Purpose of the institute is to
help develop poised and intellectually alert high school students,
as well as to give young men and
women an insight into campus
life.
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Mho Jane Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Christopher Herbert of Franklin, Tenn.
announce the engagement of his
daughter. Jane Cary, to Dr. Wilham Lloyd Grymes of Memphis,
son of Mrs. Eldridge Phipps
Grymes of Memphis and the late
Mr Grymes.
The wedding will take place
Aug 10 at First Presbytegian
church in Franklin.
The bride-elect, daughter of
the late Mrs. Betty Carey Bostick
. Herbert, was graduated from

Franklin high school and Nashville General hospital school of
Nursing She is now on the staff
at the hospital
Dr. Grymes was graduated
from Murray State colloge, Murray, Ky., and the University of
Tennessee school of medicine at
Memphis. He did graduate work
at University of Wisconsin and
the University of North Dakota.
Dr Grymes is now an intern at
Nashville General hospital.

Miss Mary Ann Hinkle and Lt. Roy Lee Oldham
Are Wed At Baptist Church Here On July 7
The First Baptist Church presented a scene of unusual beauty
on Sunday afternoon, July 7, for
the marriage of Miss Mary Ann
Hinkle. daughter of Mr and Mrs.
William Thomas Hinkle, to Lieu,
tenant Roy Lee Oldham, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Oldham of
Barlow, Kentucky. The impressive double-ring ceremony was
solemnized at 5 o'clock with the
pastor of the church, the Reverend John D. Laida. officiating in
the presence of a large group of
relatives, out of town guests. and
friends of the young couple and
their parents.
As the guests assembled Mrs.
J. U. McKendree, organist, presented a program of nuptial
music. James L. Mullenix, baritone soloist, sang "The Sweetest
Story Ever Told" (StuUz) and
"If God Left Only You", immediately before the exchanging of
the vows. Following the pastoi al
benediction Mr. Mullvnix sang
"A Wedding Prayer." The tradiitonal wedding marches by Wagner and Mendelesohn were used
for the processional and the recessional.
The bride who was given in
marriage by her father, wore a
terrace length wedding gown of
white lace over bridal satin.
The elongated bodice had a deep
scoop neckline and bracelet
length sleeves which were edged
with a satin covered cord; the
same cording joined the bodice
to the widely flared skirts which
were worn over crinoline petticoats. Her four tiered veil ce
imported bridal illusion feilefrom
a scalloped satin tiara which was
heavily encrusted wi-th seed
pearls. The edges of thetP6i1 were
scalloped and were tounitd with
seed pearls. Her only —jewelry
were a pearl necklace and matching earrings which were the gift
of the groom. She carried a crescent bouquet of white phaelanopsis orchids and stephanotis.
Mrs. W. E. Harrold was the
matron of honor; the bridesmatthr -Were —Mitt* • Bevesly- Hill.
Mrs. William R. Kaler, and Miss
Paula Hornsby.
Little Miss Brenda Barker, the
flower girl, wore a dainty waltz
length frock of white eyelet nylon
over taffeta.
Jack Oldham served his brother as best man. The ushers
were W. E. Harold, John Oldham, Charles Waldrop and Harold Garrison. James L. Mullenix,
Jr., was the ringbearer.
Immediately following the
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Hinkle
entertained with a reception in
the formal parlor of the church.
Assisting with the reception were
Mrs. John D. 'Aida, Mrs. James
Mullenix, Mrs. George Moore,
Mrs. F. D. Phillips, Miss Ann Fuller, Miss Paula DeMyer, Mrs

ford, and Mrs. E. H. Knighton.
Early in the evening the bride
and groom left for a southern
wedding trip. .They will make
their home in Japan where the
groom is stationed.

Mrs. Rhodes Hostess
At Chestnut Glade
Mrs. Ada Rhodes was hostess
to the regular meeting of the
Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration club. Mrs. Edna Strong
led the song. Mrs. Harvey
Vaughn gave the devotional and
Mrs. Orvin Morrison directed the
recreation.
The roll call was answered by
each person giving a time saving
tip. Reports were given on the
County council meeting and the
Memorial service by Mrs. Jim
Burke and Mrs. Orvin Morrison.
The club voted to have a picnic
in August with Mrs. Jim Burke,
Mrs. Orvin Morrison and Mrs.
Paul Reams appointed to make
arrangements.
The vice president, Mrs. Jimmie Westbrooks, presented the

appetizing food.
Miss Odom introduced Miss
Darnell, who gave an interesting
lesson on "Safety." It is alarming to know that "Farm Home
Accidents" are the leaders in accidents in the nation. Miss Odom

also gave a very interesting lesson on "Home Freezing" along TheFulton News, Thursday, July 25, 1957,
with several useful reciepts for
tors.
freezing.
NITE
TO MEMPHIS
The next meeting will be at
Night flights to Memphis from
Refreshments were served to the home of Mrs. Carl Rogers on
Union City airport began last
fourtefn members, five visitors, August 15.
week as a part of the evening
and three children. Mrs. Maude
POUNDED 1319
Nashville-to-Memphis service by
Matheny, Mrs. Ruby Breeden, Centre College at Danville and Southeast airlines. This service
MIS. Judy Hazelwood and Miss St. Jospeh's College at Bardstown will be offered daily, in the early
Darnell were the welcomed vial- were founded in 1819.
evening.
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AtsP's all aglow with lush garden-fresh fruits and vegetables in great variety! Just the
thing to tingle sluggish appetites, and pack a nutritional wallop! You'll do especially
well value-wise during this Vegetable Week event! And don't forget to see A&P's other
tempting foods . . . you'll save!

Save at A&P During National Vegetable Week !r
CALIFORNIA VINE-RIPENED (Jumbo 27 Size)

CANTALOUPES EIL
Oranges
Paramount
Ketchup
Hot
•°Y*ter
14-01
Bottle
" 21°
Reynolds Wrap
HOUSILNOLD Pon.
MKT.
ROLL

29°

HEAVY DUTY ........ RoN

gag

Ajax
Cleanser
2 14-0z. Cane ...27c
2 21.6-0z. Cons..39e
DUNCAN HINES

Cake Mixes
Ileallil Peed. Mille .11.1Za
Her YitlIeve

*At '1.00

3

Lemons

216
Size

California
Your Choice

Com riroent Grown
4 ears 25c
Tomatoes
LB. 10c
Watermellons I(21:21tAvg.) Each 790
P
G;omwen

_

SA/PER RIGHT ,GENUINE SPRING—Oven Ready

69'
LEG 0 LAMBshould'
, yoi. 890
lb.

lb. 49c Lb.
Lamb'Chops suP•T
Right(RIB, lb. 79c
Canned Ham Southerno
4ct 3.69
(4 to 5-lb. Avg.;
Hens
390
Fried Fish Sticks fiap'n,•Jotatn 3 Pkg.
Oven
Ready

R94Fit

Lux Soap
gfingx.Agg
.
OAR
10c
Sultana Pure Strawberry(10c Off Deal)
2=29c

lir

PRESERVES
'
33° 78°
'
Breeze
Detergent

POO

PIO

Surf
Detergent
Pio 32"""
I.
Pkg, 75'

Week End Specials

Blue
Silverdust
L. 4.4120 Want 780
Pk
Pkg. gir.g.

iii•••••••nr

Aluminum Water Pitchers
Special 99c

Lux Liquid
Detergent
leas.37 ti-Ost. 950

Assi'd tinware Canister Sets
• BREAD BOX SETS •CAKE CARRIERS
Values to $1.49

Your choice
1•••••••••••

88c,
••••••••••••.

••••

Plastic Coated Dish Drainers

Wisk
Detergent
111-02.
o 32-0s. 670
o.• 40111 Nes
Rinso Blue
LARGE PKG.
32c
GIANT PIM—
75c
Kraft Velveeta
Cheese Food
LB.

• With Silverware rack
•These are $2.29 Values

2 Loa, 89°

SPECIAL

Kroft
Salad Dressing

$1.88

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10--25c STORE

Mira.*

Qt.

WWII

Jar

All

59,

6 hw 19c

2Jar49c

Grape Jam :Az. ...
32J-cLorbs 1DO
,
,syzet (cr;le:t)"Ctz 25
Orange JuiceEt,
OUR
890 4.74° 790
OWN Tea(1°Lc)eor
Flour =7:4 ( )25 it:, '1.59
12-0z. 3
9it
Roast Beef Super Right
Con
lunse
New On Sale—Only
70
Woman's Day August
•1.-.11.•
.
•

JANE PARKER

AMERICAN OR PIMENTO

Cherry Pie

Ched-O-Bit
Cheese Food

Regular 55c Value

39`

"
Chiffon
O"n" Calce

LL
LOAF

49c

Pja4rk
neer Reg.:
5c

marshmallow
Creme
Butter /A..,
Gold Whole
Kernel NeolJtM Kernel

69c

Homogenized....
MILK Deane

;4-Gal. Al
Ctn. ISJC

25c Ad Detergentg-r-29c4772c
2 "tar 33c Et" Super Suds 14-933c 78c
5%-02.
7%.
BtscuitsPuPPIN-7:4Z.. 2 pkg. 2,7e Aerosol
rie.rient Deodorant
Can
Hipolite

Jae

Giant

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU JULYS)
KRAFT'S PARKAY

Margarine

311c

Good

BACON

lb. 59c n
Ana Pag
iONAISE - - - qt. 49c

Bell, M N. Burrow, Jack EdDear Patricia,
wards; July 30: Brenda Harrison,
•
MT.
MORIAH
STATION
questions
these
•
PIERCE
Please answer
E. Batts, Dr. John L.
Charles
•
Lows
Charles
Jam
laybe
Mrs. Marion Milam •
for me. Will my husband
Mrs. Walter Voepel,
Jr.,
Jones,
...sessee
ed off from work soon? Will he
Brenda Terry;
Williamson,
Gene
ever work at this job any more?
Mrs. Bettye Jenkins of FayetSorry, folks I missed writing
July 31. Mrs. Fred Sawyer, Mrs.
If he gets layed off, will he soon teville, Tenn. spent the weekend last week but news was scarce.
Horton Baird, Hazel McAlister,
find work? If so, when? Does here with her brothers, Riley and So if you have any please call
Murphy, Howard
Clarence
he want a steady job? Will he John Smith and families.
me and I'll be glad to send it in.
get the job we are thinking of
July 26: Milton Extun, Mrs. Strange, Mrs. George Hester,
Mrs. Jarvis Pierce of Carobs,
Rev. and Mrs. A. B. Adams, Abe Jolley, Anita Hyland, Mary Billy Murphy, Faye Bonds, Joe
in the state you now are; you soon? Or will he ever get on Ore., is the guest of relatives
Dear Miss Latane,
miles
Davis, Mrs. G. C. Fain, Mrs. T.
husband's
10
and Mrs. Coy Harrison, Mrs.
my
Mr.
is
within
How
farm,
there?
a
buy
Fulton.
in
and
here
will
column
Lee Polsgrove, Mary Ann OldI've been reading your
in
Will
living
Miss
Sandra
and
good?
Ethel
Calhoon
health
now
my
are
Mayhall
Is
health?
you
Boaz, Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Miss
Vicky
T.
where
Little
and would like for you to answer of
Febraury 1958. Yes, you will I ever have to have an operation; celebrated her 7th birthday Sat- Wade were Sunday dinner guests ham; July 27. Jimmy Lowry, Mrs. M. N. Burrow, Eddie Bell,
some questions for me.
Mrs. John Schwerdt, Glenda' Mildred Greer, George Speight;
children, no twins.
if so when? Is my son working urday evening with a weiner of Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams.
Will my husband work public have more
Ann and Patsy Bone, C. D. Edwards; July 28: August 1: Doris Alyne Bolin,
ever write? roast. Thirteen of her friends
Billie,
Jimmie,
he
don't
Why
now?
to
return
or
work indefinitely
Will my husband always be high were there. Everyone had a big Williams, Mrs. Ethel Calhoon Mrs. J. C. Hancock, Libby Jane Herman Easley, Mrs. Herman
farming? When will we be free Dear Patricia,
Will you please answer some tempered?
time. After the weiner roast, Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milam Edwards; July 29: Mrs. Ernest Sams, Opal Smith.
of debts? Will we continue livfor me as soon as you
Please answer in next week's Mayhall served the guests ice enjoyed a picnic at Paris Landing in our present state or go questions
When will I get my divorce? News.
cream and cokes. Vicky received ing on Saturday.
to another? When and where will can.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves of
and when? Can
Thank You
remarry
I
many nice gifts.
Will
I
Will
home?
own
our
we buy
name if
Tenft. were weekend
man's
Pulaski,
the
L.
R.
and
me
Lowe
tell
you
Jack
and
Mr.
Mrs.
I
Will
children?
have any more
Will I take the trip Dear R. L.
Jane and Mrs. C. E. Lowe spent visitors od Mr and Mrs. D. J.
have twins? I'll watch your I remarry?
Jones.
Yes your husband will always Wednesday in Paducah.
this summer I have been thinkcolumn for an answer.
Mie and Mrs. Marion Milan
ing of? Will my sister who lives be high tempered. No, he will
Miss Barbara Speed and brothThanks
in another state go back to her not be hayed off for quite some er, Billy, of Detroit are here to visited in the home of Mr. and
.w.
husband? If so, when? My boy time. It looks like he might get attend the bedside of their father, Mrs. Vethro Abels of Como,
friend was hurt in a car wreck mad and quit. No, he doesn't Willie Speed, who is a patient in Tenn. on Sunday.
Dear K W.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Bell and
Your husband will return to a few months ago and is going care for regular work. No, he Haws Clinic.
farming; you will be out of debt to collect some money from the will not get the job you "are
Mr. and Mrs. William Long Mrs. Mills, Fulton, were visitors
asomms, 414
sin U rest
mo tau. Ina toda
400 Ii...
in 1960; you will continue to live other guy's insurance. Can you thinking about. Yes, both of you and Paula spent Saturday in of Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett
on Tuesday and Wednesday of
tell me how much he will get are in good health. I do not see Jackson, Tenn.
IllIVISION
any operation in store for you.
and when?
All-CONOITIONID
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence McThank You
Your son is working and has and children visited in Martin
Other Harris Hotels
CINCINNATI, imureeele Broadway K•mpo, le**
Clure, Mayfield, were visitors of
S. H.
time to write; just not the type Sunday.
twerily• OH,.MIAMI 111A04. faseemip•
to like to write.
Olao
Miss Marlyn Wilson is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett last
NOM atm:woos
0571015.fors Worm *Wei
Dear S. H.
Proodow•
*15155MAIMS.
Sunday.
her aunt, Mrs. Alton Smithson,
AIONUO p4 FelipeseSs. illamooloo Darectef coiumaus, koae-beceiri
You will get your divorce in Dear Miss Latane,
All types or tEINEESSOB
Don't forget, the revival starts
Union City.
July and will marry in August.
Could
In school I lost my ring.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford at Mt. Moriah this coming SunNo, I cannot tell you the man's you tell me where to find it 07 and son, Kenneth, Of Dyersburg day with Bro. Gilland of Martin,
SAVE- ! GET our
name. Yes, you wil: take the did someone pick it up, if SO spent the weekend here.
Tenn. doing the preaching. SerPACKAGE DEAL
trip this summer. Yes, your sister please give me their initials.
Mrs. William Greer vices each evening at 8 o'clock.
and
Mr.
back
go
will
and her husband
Your truly,
and children visited in Nashville Everyone is welcome.
-Covering everythime
together by the 1st of September,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Foster of
M. A. H.
last Week. They were accompanithey are dating each other now.
422 Lake St_
ed home by Mrs. Mattie Rogers New Jersey are visiting relatives
,
Your boy friend will get in the Dear M. A. H.
who had been visiting her daugh- in this community.
Phone 4411
Fulton, Ky.
neighborhood of $5000.00 and will
Your ring was lying on the
Good luck and God bless you
for 2 weeks.
ter
August
of
1st
the
J.
by
get it about
floor and was picked up
Charles Jackson has returned
A. B.
from the hospital in Memphis
Go T. Church' Sunday
where he took medical treatment
oddities% to that listed herein. Special
Pat,
Dear
Notice of Nearing for
as
not
(but
hghting equipment such
days.
several
for
limited to) flood lighting for athletic
I take the paper, read all the
Electric Rote Adjustmtats
fields, sports events, etc shall be billletters and answers. I love the
ed a minimum of not leu than 60
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ray spent
The Public Service Commission of cents per month per kilowatt for such
way you answer some of them.
with his
Kentucky has fixed 9:00 A.M. Day- connected load.
me. Will a few days in Memphis
for
one
answer
Please
sisters, Mrs. C. C Walton and
light Saving Time (8:00 A.M. Cenbusifor
regained
be
street
our
(ral Standard Time) on July 29, 1957, Optional Yearly Minimum
Mrs. George Bradley.
Provided the customer elects to pay
ness or stay as it is? Will we sell
Dramatic laboratory tests
et the Commission's office in Frank- an annual minimum instead of the
our home or stay here? My husfort. Kentucky, as the time and place monthly minimum, an annual minithing
hove shown that gismo-Rex
any
there
Is
mum charge will be made of $1800
band works quite aways from my husband?
for hearing on general adjustments plus an amount equal to $9.00 per horse
How much
done'
be
can
that
not?
or
there
stay
he
neutralizes 3 times more
wil
home,
monthly
the
Kentucky
under
determined
by
power
filed
rates
in electric
IJ
minimum method, but, in no event
longer will I stay where I am?
Thanks so much,
Utilities Company in Case No. 3l24. shall the total annual minimum bi
stomach acid than the top
Where will we go? Does he know
A happy Reader. B. R.
is Mew/ a Freed C
The proposed electric rate schedules less than $63.00.
Masse
other
the
of
3
of
performer
Nevem,- 1.4.10•44- Nowerill•
what is wrong with him and why
Dear B. R.
in condensed form are as follows:
Ind
leading brands tested.
COMBINED LIGHTING AND POINTS
rii.• 210 wit ISO al.
I'm sorry but the street you won't he tell me if he knows
RATE L.P.
ad.
60
any
there
Is
And its action continues
live on will be taken in as a what is wrong?
Maximuns Load Charge
Secondary Service at nominal voltage*
RESIDENTIAL
business district. You will sell thing wrong with me?
hours longed
for
• All s000d la tors. of Iowa.
popu208
available.
or
as
120/240/440
of
with
I.2-Applicable in towns
Thanks
Normal AwdrarAlork said.
your home and get a good price
$1.75 per kilowatt for the first 23 kilolation from 250 to 2.HW
the
in
load
of
P.
include
maximum
M.
watts
the
to
a
as
minimum
be used
will
it
as
it
for
$1.00 per month
month, but not less than $210.00
14 kwhs used per month
Choose the right
business place. Yes, your husband
per year.
8.54 per kwh for the next 36 kwh
11 50 per kilowatt for all in excess of
where Dear M. P.
on
work
remedy - choose
to
continue
will
3.54 per kwh for the next 100 kwh
23 kilowatts per month.
There is nothing seriously
A PROUD CHILD
2.25* per kwh for all in excess of 150
he is but you will move closer
SMA
'
111
Biome-Rex for
kwh
but
husband,
your
with
wrong
1.0* per kwh for all off-peak water
CHILD
to his work than where you are what good care and rest will
HAPPY
A
IS
voltam
nominal
at
Service
Primary
apfor
of
standards
relief
RE%
ibe
(see
heating
SOLO ONLY IT
of 2400. 4300 Y. 7300, 7320 Y and 12.470 Y
now living.
,proved installallon).
cure. You will stay until the
Stoommis
as available.
-Upset
Acid
OM sus MIES
Playing a Wurlitzer
$1.80 per kilowatt for the first 23 kilomonth of July about the middle
watts of the maximum load in the
Dear Pat,
11-3-AppLicable in towns with popucif the month and you will go
month, but not less than 1480.00
Piano develops pride
lation from 3,000 to 19.191.
Would you answer some quesper year
$1.00 per month minimum to include
=aio•all7=1•0
back where you have been living.
$135 per kilowatt for all in excess of
me?
for
16 kwhs used per month
tions
of accomplishment.
25 kilowatts per month.
but you will come back here to
0* per kwh for the next 34 kwh
and
met
have
I
man
the
Does
3.5* per kwh for the next 100 kwh
live in about 10 months. There is
2.24 per kwh for all in excess of 150
am corresponding with love me?
Transtulettee Line Service at Voltages
nothing physically wrong with
kwh
available.
When will I see him again? Will you, but you could stop some of TII442vI'S MUSIC DEPT.
1.0* per kwh for all off-peak water of 34.500 or 69.000 as
all
for
month
per
per
kilowatt
$1.25
ap"The Rexall Store"
heating (see standards for
we marry, if so when? Can he
kilowatts. but with minimum deUnion City, Tenn.
your nagging I know your famiproved installation).
Phones 96, 796
Fultoo
pending upon the facilities necesLake
St.
be trusted? Is he well liked in
ly would appreciate it
sary to serve.
lives?
he
which
in
community
the
iloable in towns with popu- Plus an Energy Charge of:
11111-4-Azm
1,000 kwh
2.7c per kwh for the first
over 20,000.
Will I continue to live here or
used per month
$1.00 per month minimum to include
to another state? Will I take
go
kwh
9,000
next
the
for
kwh
per
1.6*
month
per
18 kwhs used
1.10 per kwh for the next 40.000 kph
4.5* per kwh for the next 32 kwh
a vacation trip this summer?
50,000
kwh
next
the
for
kwh
per
1.00
kwh
100
next
the
for
kwh
per
3.5*
Where?
This one wants you to get chooseyi For are pretty-special. too. There's a well=
2.254 per kwh for all in excess of 150 .9e per kwh for the next 400,000 kwh
per kwh for the next 500.000 kwh
kwh
Anxious
of
for
all
excess
kwh
in
per
.74
water
off-peak
Chevrolet loves to show what it's got what-are-we-waiting-for spirit in the
1.00 per kwh for all
1,000.000 kwh
Dear Anxious:
heating (see standards for apengine, especially when you show a Chevinstallation).
proved
inside:outside and in performance:CbevYes, the man you are corresponding with is in love with you.
rolet a mountain. And you'll do a lot of
ADJUSTMENT CLAUSES COVERING
Body
with
field
car
its
in
rciet is the only
INCREASES IN COST Or rum..
XS-le-Applicable in towns with popuYes, you will see him several
TAXES
AND
to find comparable smoothness,
LABOR
looking
all
and
a
under,
with
and
together,
241
of
lation
by Fisher-sturdily put
(a) These clauses are applicable to rate
times. Yes, you will marry him
rural territory.
MORE PEOPLE DRIVE
and nimbleness on the roadsteadiness
finishing
Fine
$1.50 per month minimum to include schedules RS-2, RS-3, RS-4. R5-10, and
solid, substantial look.
in September of this year. Yes,
rider for 3-phase residential service.
ID kwhs used per month
CHEVROLETS THAN
GS-2. GS-3. GS-4, GS-10, LP.. MP-I.
you can trust this man. You will
at any price! See a Chevrolet at your
5.5* per kwh for the next 30 kwh
touches on every side confirm the craftsWPS, E, OPWH, M. and 61. These
3.5* per kwh for the next 100 kwh
ANT OTHER CAR
perwell-liked
very
a
is
he
find
all
to
2.26* per kwh for all in excess of 150 clauses are to be made applicable
dealer's-see how much more it has to
manship that goes into its making
old restricted rates which are to be
kwh
and has a good reputation.
son
time,
outas
limited
1.16* per kwh for all off-peak water eliminated within
spark excitement and your pride!
Chevrolet's response and performance
you will go to another state to
heating (see standards for ap- lined in this filing
(b) To electric service billings rendera vacaproved installation).
take
will
you
yes,
live.
ed during each three (3) month period.
tion trip; you will visit with him
beginning with January. April. July
and October, in accordance with the
COMMERCIAL
during your vacation.
popuof the following clauses:
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PATRICIA LATANE

DEWEY JOHNSON

RC
Ma
Au

01=9 BISMA-REX

3

TIMES MORE EFFECTIVE
IS
FOR ACID -UPSET STOMACH
than 3 of the products most often taken

Mai

UU

89c

Agt
Cor

Da)

EVANS DRUG STORE

0,11-2-Applicable in towns with
lation from 250 to 2,911.
to include 14 kwhs used per
month
LIU per kwh for the next 236 kwh
ace per kwh for the next 250 kwh
2.54 per kwh for all in excess of 500
kwh

provisions

$1.00

Fuel Claus*
If the average cost of fuel consumed
by the Company, steam generating
stations is in excess of 21 cents per
million BTU. as determined from the
Company's three most recent monthly
Operating Reports available, an addi01-3--Applicable in towns with popu- tional charge will be made on the kilowatt-hours purchased by the customlation from 3,000 to WM.
$1.00 to include 16 kwhs used per er at the rate of .0013 cent per kilowatt-hour for each .1 cent increase, or
month
fraction thereof, in The cost of fuel
5.04 per kwh for the next 234 kwh
above 21 cents per 1.000.000 BTU.
3.00 per kwh for the next 250 kwh
2.54 per kwh for all in excess of 600 Labor Clause
If the average wage rate of produckwh
tion workers in electric light and power utilities, as compiled by,the Bureau
011-4-Applicable in towns with popu- of Labor Statistics (or its legal succeslation over 20,000.
..ors) in its three most recent monthly
$1 00 to include 18 kwhs used per publications. exceeds $230 per hour,
an additional charge will be made for
month
the kilowatt-hours purchased by the
4.5c per kwh for the ne,xt 232 kwh
customer at the rate of .0015 cent per
3.0e per kwh for the next 250 kwh
2.3e rwrhkwh for all in excess of 500 kilowatt-hour for each I cent, or fraction thereof, increase above $2.30 per
hour.
Tax Clause
BallinIUM charge on Rates 05-2, GS-2, In the event of the imposition of any
and G5-4
new or increased tax. charge or levy
1. per month to include all ordinary by governmental authorities (except
fill00
hting, all ordinary socket appliances. State, County and City ad valorent
• incidental equipment of less than taxes, or Federal and State Income
one horse power individual rating. plus Taxes) upon the Company's electric
50 cents per horse power for power in business after July 1, 1957, the Comaddition to that listed herein. Special pany shall have the right to adjust all
lighting equipment such as (but not billing for electric service, In an
limited to) flood lighting for athletic amount equivalent to the new tax
fields, sports events, etc., shall be bill- charge or levy. Should the application
ed • minimum of not less than 50 of such new or increased tax. charge
cents per month per kilowatt of such or levy be restricted to the limits Of
any municipality or other government.:
connected load.
al unit, the Company shall have the
right to adjust the billings for electric
Optional Yearly Minimum
service rendered within the limits of
Provided the customer elects to pay such municipality or governmental
an annual minimum instead of the unit In an amount equivalent to the
monthly minimum, an annual mini- amount of such tax, charge or levy.
mum charge will be made of $1200
plus an amount equal to $900 per horse
power determined under the monthly The company also proposes to elimiMinimum method, but in no event nate several rate schedules. Customers
shall the total annual minimum be less now being served under these rates
will be served under one of the corn•
than $67.00.
pany's proposed standard schedules.
Rate schedules to be cancelled are:
OS-16---Applicable in towns with popu- General Power Service Rate KU-22,
lation of 249 and under, and In with riders for service to flour mills,
all rural territory.
distilleries, and ice plants,
$1.60 to include 20 kwh, used per General Power Rate GP-I, and RS and
month
GS-21, applicable in Paducah.
Abc per kwh for the next 230 kwh
General Power Rate D, and rider No.
per kwh for the next 260 kwh
2, applicable in Lexington.
per kwh for all in LIMN of 500 General Service Rate ces-lis, applicable
in Paris.
tvls
Residential Off-peak Water Heating
11:-.te. applicable in towns formerly
sersed by Community Public service
MInhnons Charge
$.50 per month to Include an ordinary Company: Brodhead, Crab Orchard,
lighting, all ordinarysocket appliances, Howard's Mill, Livinrston, Mt. Vernon.
incidental equipment of less than Owinrsville. Pine Hill, Warsaw, OwenOM harm power individual rating, plus ton. Columbia, Jamestown. and Russell
mete per horse power for power in Springs.

N

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Dear Patricia,
I enjoy your letters very much.
Please answer some more questions for me. What is wrong with

It gives you
more to be proud of!

F.

=MI

YOUR
FAMILY

POHR9i#
Get your family together
for a group portrait.
In the years to come it
will be one of your most
prized possessions.
So...call, phone,or write for
an appointment now.

Kir PRY

Phone 69T

Pultem, Ky.

WORE

YOU

DIM A CHEVY

.. R3 UST SHOWROOM 16 THE ROAD.
Air Conditioning-Temperatures Mode lo Order.

Onnfranchised Chevrolet dealers

GARDNER'S STUDIO
Commercial Ave.

CAlt

•

$ee Your Local

St.

Got a Dermonsaationi

display this famous trademark

Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
•
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Ken-Tenn Marketing Center

W. L. Douglas shoes in
signs; BARGAINS, BARGAINS: 8-foot BUY
ALL KENDS OF ESTE Mode POSTED and No-hunting your
at Forrester's Shoe
Fulton
usor,
refrigerat
Hines
Duncan
for-rent signs, made to
while you wait. Forrestors
Shop.
10-foot
$115.00;
year;
one
ed
specifications. Prompt earShoe Shop, MG Mtn.
Duncan Hines refrigerator, used FOE MINT: Floor sanding mavim, economical prices. The
since May 30, $200.00; nice
BARGAINS: Gibson 1-ton airFulton News, 209 Commerchine and electric floor polishblond bedroom suite, slightly
conditioner unit thermatistic
er and electric vacuum cleancial Avenue.
used, complete with box springs
control $189.85. Burnet te RAVE YOU shopped at our
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
and mattress, $115.00 at Wade's
Tractor Co. 4th St. Fulton.
Phone 35. Church Street,
large display room for your
Used Furniture Store. Trade
plumbing needs? See our huge
with Wade and Save. 112 LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnMOHAWK CARPET
bathand
stocks of kitchen
mowers, all sizes, $64.50 and
Street, phone 478.
Main
styles,
newest
room fixtures;
up. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th
WALL-TO-WALL
poccolors; prices to fit your
St Fulton.
ketbook. Open anytime, day
OR ROOM SIZE
JUST ARRIVED! WORK shoes $3.00 up. All
Street
Arch
909
at
night
or
Call us to estimate your Job!
Lengths, widths. Forrester's
"We carry parts and materiNEW 1957
We also install Linoleum, aspShoe Shop.
Campbell's Plumbing
als."
halt tile, rubber tile and plastic
Shop. Telephone 1037It
FARM LOANS: Long tenzt,
tile.
WALLPAPERS!
low interest rates on real
FOR THE BEST ireal kin Office
•
•
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
FULTON HARDWARE Furniture buy Share-Walker.
51, Fulton.
See James 0. Butts at Ths
Over 400 patterns in stock.
and Furniture Company
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
Also see our special order
1
Phone
208 Lake Street
DRILLED tor Indiado
WELLS
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
books!
and homes. Modern avdp.
Phone 874. We trade for your
ment, experienced workman
EXCHANGE
World's Finest Quality old equipment
Write or call Watson Co..
Phone 201. Fulton, Ky.
HOME furnishings: gas stvoe FURNITURE COMPANY
Zenith T V
$87.50 to $97.50; good wringertuning, 87.50. We also do
Fulton PIANO
type washing machines $85.00 Church 9t.
expert rebuilding, reconditionto $37.50; Maytag automatic
Repair Seiavice
ing, etc. Tunrn's Furniture
washer 859.95; some used 9x12
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Janson
rugs 28.95; real good
used
box springs and mattress,
ROPER'S TV SERVICE since May 30, both for $64.95
COLDEST BEER
at Wade's Used Furniture
Phone 807 Store. Trade with Wade and
Main St.
IN TOWN!
Save. 112 ?Lain Street, phone
Authorized Zenith Dealer 478.
Lake Street Liquor Store
For Your July and

Burk-Hall
Fine Paints
• • • •

Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative

You're always welcome
at

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE
Marfield Riway

Phone MN

Fulton

Cold Wines, Gold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins. etc.
FREE PARKING

South Fulton
400004114i,
,1
thp„-0
.
01,4406

We have

contact

Loyd Bone's Transfer
Local and long distance moving;

Texas 660 Hybrid Mile $25.00 cwt
Texas 611 Hybrid mile $24.75 cwt
83.25 bu.
Clark Soybeans
Special 15% Discount on
Power Lawn Mowers

Storage and modern vans;
Agent for the Red Ball Transfer
Company serving the 48 states.
Day Phone 5611. Night Phone 353
Out of town? Call Collect!
NOW is the mine to gm your
Typewriter and Adding Maelithe Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager el
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DR/V11-04 Office On1fitters, Phone 674.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Kew Moonset,

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

contact

Fulton Paint & Glass
Company
for a

TEXAS HYBRID MIL()
YOUR NEXT MOVE

August Painting

tremendous
savings to you
•
•
•
•
212 Church St. Phone 909

Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Sunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
The Whiting Girls
Richard Diamond
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
Dr. Hudson's Journal
Man Called X
State Trooper
Channel 12 Theatre
News SC Weather
Tuesday

Acting Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield (left) presents Pat
Boone, descendent of Daniel Boone and singing idol of
millions of teenagers, a commission as a Kentucky
Colonel. Boone and a company of film people were making a moving picture at Lexington. The movie star says
he is the great-great-great grandson of Daniel Boone.
While in Frankfort, Pat placed a wreath on the -grave
of the famous backwoodsman.

Plenty Free Parking!
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

TRADE • NOW

H&M
TELEVISION
400 Main Street

2 15
2.30
4.00
3:45
4:00
5:00
3:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
8:15
6:31
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11 -31

Fulton

SPECIAL OF WEEK: 9-piece COST OF THINGS going up fastantique dining room suite
ter than your income? You can
$100.00; Dinette suite, slightly
make more full or part time
used, $45.00; good breakfast
as a Rawleigh Dealer in City
room suite $34.50; odd tables
of Fulton. Write for full parti$7.50 to $12.50; bed springs
culars. Rawleigh's, Dept. KYG$5.00 to $7.50 at Wade's Used
1071-RR, Freeport, Ill.
Furniture Store; Trade with
Wade and Save. 112 Main
CASHION'S
Street, phone 478.

KFVS
CHANNEL -12
JULY 25 - JULY 21
Thursday
6:45 Merring News
655 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangagroo
7:45 Morning News
8:09 diary Moore Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It BO&
19:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search for Tomorrow
10:45 Guiding Light
1111:00 Walter Cronkite Neves
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:08 Brighter Day
2:15 Secret Storm
1:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
3:45 Cartoon Capers
4:00 Cowboy Cerre.:
5:00 The Little Rascals
5.30 This is Your Music
4:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
8:15 Douglas Edwards
830 Annie Oakley
:00 Waterfront
7:30 Playhouse 00
9:00 Highway Patrol
9:30 Climax
10:30 The Silent Service
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
111k00 News & Weather

6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9.430
9:30
10:00
1100
.
1200

Soldiers of Fortune
Oh, Susanna
S.R.O. Playhouse
Jimmy Durante
Two For The Money
Gunsznoke
Grunch & Des
Lawrence Welk Show
Channel 12 Theatre
News SE Weather
Sunday

8:00 Lamp Unto ilify Feet
8:90 Look Up and Live
9:00 Eye On New York
9:50 Camelia Three
Let's Take A Trip
1010
10:30 Man To Man
10:45 The Living Word
11:00 Heckle & Jeckle
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
12:00 What 1 Person Can De
12:30 R. F. D.
12:45 Hollywood Matinee
3:00 This Is The Life
3:30 This Is Your MILMC
4:00 Pace The Nation
4:30 World News Roundup
5:00 The Last Word
5:30 You Are There
6:00 Telephone Time
8.30 My Favorite Husband
7:00 G. E. Theatre
7:30 Hitchcock Presents
8:00 $64,000 Challenge
8:30 Count of Monte Cristo
0:00 Ed Sullivan
10:00 Captain David Grief
10:30 Channel 1$ Theatre
11:$0 News & Weather

6:41 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:00 Godfrey Time
9:13 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 Guiding Light
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:30 House Party
12-45 This Is Your Music
1700 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter Day
1:15 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3,00 Jirruny Bean Show
3:45 Home & Market
4:00 Cowboy Corral
5:00 Superman
5:30 Hartoons
5:40 Looney Tunes
5:50 Sunny Funnies
6:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:66 Name That Tune
7:00 Phil Silver,
7.30 Spotlight Playhouse
8:00 $64,000 Question
8:30 Spike Jones Show
9:00 To Tell The Truth
9:30 Private Secretary
10:00 Star Showcase
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
11:30 News & Weather
Wednesday
015 Morning News
6:56 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:48 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
830 Morning Meditation
8:45 Godfrey Time •
5:39 Strilee It Mob
1000 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 Guiding Light
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Times
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:80 This Is Your Kuala
12:45 House Party
1:90 The Big Payoff
1:80 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter Day
2:15 Secret Storm
2403 Edge of Night
2:00 Jimmy Dean Show
3:45 Cartoon Capers
4:11 Cowboy Corral
5:38 Cisco Kid
6:00 The Scoreboard
0:05 Watching The Weather
0:15 Douglas Edwards
11:30 My Friend Flicks
7:00 The Millionaire
7:30 I've Got A Secret
8:00 U. S. Steel Hour
9:00 Vic Darnone Show
10:00 Stage Seven
10:30 Key Club Playhouse
11:00 News & Weather

WE PRINT hundreds of thousSpecialized Service
ands of envelopes, statements, letterheads, business
CALL 559
cards and office forms yearover
all
men
business
,
ly for.
your
List Your
d
the Ken-Tenn area, right in -All Mowers Sharpene
Farm amid town Proper*
shop. -Rotary Blades Safety
pped
well-equi
own
our
LOANS.
ESTATE
FARM REAL
with the
Send us your next order. The
Sharpened and Balaneed
Tit provide working capital,
Fulton News, phone 470: -All Engines Repaired
term. revrort WEAL SWATS CO.
long
interest,
bow
-The printing number",
Charlie Stephenson, Phew
Authorized Clinton Service
See them when you want
61, Fulton.
FOR SALE: Used upright pianos, --Clinton Engines and Parts
to BUY OR SELL.
Monday
159 50 up. Completely recon- --Meteor Trained Mechanics
Fresh
6:45 Morning News
ditioned and guaranteed for Service
Efficient
Prompt
Plume I
1:55 Today's Weather
one year. Timm's Furniture
ASS Main St.
Kentucky Lake
-All Work Guaranteed
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
Co., Union City, Tenn.
Eleatric Motors
Morning News
1:46
standard
S,
WASHER
MAYTAG
CATFISH
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities -Wiring, Refrigeration.
Moore Show
Garry
8:80
$139.10
and automatic models.
Service on Fourth Street and
Time
Godfrey
8,110
service.
-daily
Appliance, Repair.
and up. Sales and
Maynard's Cities Sorties on
9:30 Strilse It Rick
Pliasy
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
ion
Examinat
Engine
Tree
Highway!
Martin
1000 Valiant Lady
HOGG'S
0:411 Morning News
10:15 Love of Life
shoes are always
-TOE
SAFETY
Granite
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
large 6:116 Today's Weather
G JOB
FISH MARKET
available at Forreeter's Shoe NO
10:45 Guiding Light
e Athos 1/11) Captain Kangaroo
or too
Shop.
State Line-ncross frem Browder
MONUMENTS
Best 1:45 Morning News
1100 Walter Cronkite News
News to
11:10 Stand Up Se Counted
• in Fulton to 8:08 Garry Moore Show
shop
equipped
Mill
9:30 Strike It Rich
11:30 As The World Turns
serve you. Phone 470.
A monument can forever
GE
GARA
S
PETE'
16:013 Valiant Lady
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
express your devotion.
Fulton, Ky.
SALESBOOKS of all descrip- 111:15 Love et Lite
18:30 House Party
n
selectio
wide
a
otter
tions are available from the 10:30 Search for Tomorrow
1:00 The Big Payoff
Ky
FINE ENGRAVING ef all types We
Fulton,
North
Ill
S.
U.
meet every
Fulton News. Short orders 10:45 Guiding Light
1:30 Bob Crosby Skew
Is available at the Fulton at designs to
right in our shop to 11:00 Walter Cronkite News
mad
2:00 Brighter Day
Across From Zippy Cafe
News office. See our sam- preference.
your specifications; we are 11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
ples; we are exclusive agents
AND
R
RT
WRECKE
GILBE
salesOUR
Turns
.F.F.
I
$4-H
agents for the largest
11:30 As The World
for the finest engraving combook companies in the busi- 11:00
Our Miss Brooks
pany in the enidwast Tbe WATER VALLEY, KY.
GARAGE SERVICE
ness. Let us quote you on 11:30 Industry On Parade
Fulton blown, 209 Commerci22M
Phone
Highway 45
your next order. The Ful- 12:45 House Party
JUNK YARD
al Avenue.
ton News, 209 Commercial 190 The Big Payoff
USED CARS AND PARTS
Ave.
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
2:00
Phones:
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping 2:15 Secret Storm
1795
Gaaage 9134; Home
tags always._ in stock; from 2:30 Edge of Night
the largest to the smallest 3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
JUST RECEIVED! A fresh shipment of Nitrate
You can buy 'ern plain or 3:45 Cartoon Capers
FOR SALE: Used Connsonata
of Soda - See us for all your fertiliser needs!
we'll print 'em for you. U 4:00 Cowboy Corral
Electric organ, spinette model,
come
tags,
you need-ohipping
good condition. Timm's Furni5:00 The Little Rascals
SPRAYERS-SPRAYS-SPRAY MATERIALS
to the Fulton News office, 5:30 Hartoons
ture Co., Union City, Tenn.
209 Commercial Avenue.
Tunes
5:40 Looney
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses. flowers
5:50 Sunny Funnies
WARD'S
For killing bugs. worms and all pests
8:00 The Scoreboard
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials
Watching The Weather
6:55
MUSIC SHOP
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 The Falcon
1-17-inch used Plilleo Console
--formed to develop and sell lots in the
Let us clean your Red Top and Fescue seed now.
ox
Magnav
and
RCA
7:00 M:. Adams & Eve
TV
subCarter"
"Jack
the
as
area formerly known
We guarantee satisfaction.
Sil vertone
used
1:30 Federal Men
1-17-Inch
TV and Hi-Fi
division. This area to be zoned residential; it
console TV
8:00 West Point
8:30 Destiny
1-21" Philp, Console
it clean, quiet, elevated, has no thru traffic,
Union City 2
Phone 1555
9:00 Undercurrent
-ti-Inch used Motorola table
offers city water, gas and sewers.
9:30 Pantomine Quiz
model TV
(Complete stock)
StIvertime 10:00 0. Henry Playhouse
used
h
1-21.inc
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint - the
Good selection of records
10:20 Jim Bowie
table model TV
best yet. Complete, stock house paint, farm paint;
on LP and 45 rpm
3-17-inch used Motorola table 11:00 News & Weather
Interior or exterior.
model TV
Mail orders-Special orders
Saturday
ALL TV's guaranteed to be
WANTED: Your fescue seed to
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
Austin
and
PlaYille
clean. Austin
8:30 Looking For Knowledge
Cayce
phone
Seed Company;
900 Susan's Show
3-used gas ranges: corne in
2001.
9:30 It's A Hit
and make as an offer
Big Top
tor
19:00
Gibson
Refrigera
ed
1-Us
SOO
only
CONVENIENTLY located
11:00 Western Roundup
a half-block off Lake Street
&RAMBERG'S
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
in the heart of downtown
11:55 Game of the Week
Fulton. the Fulton News is
(Braves VS Giants)
to
able
and
willing
ready,
ce Department)
Hollywood Matinee
4:00
(Applian
East State Line
ComPhone 202
209
do your printing.
5:30 Sheena, Queen of Jungle
Union City, Tennessee
Avenue, telephone
mercial
rs
8:00 The Three Musketee
470: "The Printing number."

WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE!

Announcing

The Meadowview
Development Company

F011 SALE

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
...

Beautiful Locations
Are Available

C D."Spud" Edwards or John Lloyd Jones
Telephones 107 or 1628

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

Black & White Store

ACAtt.(rld Sons

One of eastern Canada, gayest and most colorful summer eveats is
scheduled to be held at Summerside in the '(Jarden Province" of Prince
Edward Island in mid-July
le is the annual Lobster Carnival which each year draws thousands of
visitors from the United States and mainland Canada who participate in
a week-long fiesta
Featured during the carnival are the resowned lobsters which come
fresh from the clear waters of Northemberland Strait The succulent
shellfish are prepared by experts and are available in abundance.
The carnival this year is betas
bold from July 35 to te laclustve
Attractions lined up for the six
gala days include horse racing tfor
which PE.! is famous throughout
Canada), parades.• circus • soapbox derby, speedboat racing,•Maritime track and field meet, a fiddling
and step-dancing contest, spectacular fireworks displays, and the
crowning of a beautiful islander as
the Sea Queen.
Prince Edward Island is reached
from mainland Canada by the trains
of Canadian National Railways, and
the luxury terry "Abegweit" the
largest vessel of its kind in the
world. It is one of the regular ferries carrying passengers and automobiles to the island from Cape
Tormentine in New Brunswick.
PUN. Ceram; Cowl*. Nesiemel ReOWN
Crowning a beautiful Islander as
$ea Queen highlights the Carnival.

:lean, uncrowded, sand beaches delight Prince Edward Island visitors. sag

Nearly $7,000 Distributed This Week To
Wool Producers For Incentive Payments

of county office prior to April 30,
1967 which was for Wool shorn
after January 1st. 1955 and from
Iambs that had never been shorn
marketed
between
which
was
April 1, 1966 and March 31, 1967.
Mr. Bard stated that the 1956
was
payment
Wool
Incentive
computed at 40% of the dollar
returns each producer received
Hay stored too we/ may lose
from the sale of shorn wool and
from 15 to 40 percent of .its
These payments represent pay- Seventy One Cents per HundredEdward R. Turney of ClarksMONDAY
feeding value.
ments of applications filed in the weight of Unshorn Lambs sold. vile hats been
named as the new
This payment was computed bas- band
director at Martin high 5:00 Rey Rogers
ed upon a difference in the Nat-, school and
the UT3115 band. Tur- 5:30 Georgia Gibbet
tonal Average from the sale of ney.
22, has had a year's ex- 5:45 NBC News
wool and the price of 62c per perience
and directed the sum- 6:00 This is the Life
pound which had been set as the mer band
at Selmer in 1966.
630 Cross Current
difference
level.
This
Incentive
7'00 Code 3
being 17.7c per pound.
7:30 My Hero
Mr. Bard urged each sheep pro8:00 Heavyweight champ Tight
ducer to take good care of his
9.00 Lawernce Welk nuiee and
wool and lamb invoices agid to
Talents
DAILY (Mew. dire Fti.)
be sure that the purchaser plac19:15 News
on
information
the
proper
ed
Mon
these for him and to file with 11:00 '11c Tac Dough
TUESDAY
thru Fri.
the County ABC Office when the
11:30
It
could
be
you
5:00 Roy Rogers
sale of wool and lambs had been
12:00 Tex and Jinx
5:30 Willianis-Valli Show
completed.
12:30
Club
60
5:45 NBC News
For further information see
1:00 NBC Matinee
6-00 Laymen's Witness
your Connty ABC Office.
130 Bride and Groom
6.15 Hamilton Brothers
2:00 Queen for a Day
6:30 Overseas Adventure
2:45 Modern Romances
7:00 Meet McGraw
Mr.

Roy

Bard,

Chairman

Fulton County ABC Committee,
stated that Incentive Payments
on 1956 Wool and Unshorn Iambs
were mailed to all farmers Monday July 15th. There were 63
farmers receiving $6,972.06. Of
this amount, $5.344.62 was for
Shorn Wool and $1,627.44 from
sale of Unshorn Lambs.

Mid-Summer Clearance
OF

WPSD - TV

Page 8, The Fulton News, Thursday, July 25, 1957
8:00 Nat "Rine Cole
8:30 Million $ Movie
10:00 News
WEDNESDAY
5:80
11:30
5:45

Gene Autry
Helen O'Connell
NBC News

6:09
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
8:46
10:12

Curly Coie
The Christophers
American Legend
The Hunter
This Is Your Life
Sports Talk
Million $ Movie
News

End Of The Month

SALE
All Summer goods drastically reduced.
Here are a few of the many items you'll find.

"Vicky Vaughn" & "Toni Todd" Dresses

SUITS values to $3.98

$4.98
$1.98

WORTS & BLOUSES
Reg. $1.98 Now $1.39, 2 for

$2.75

Junior, Kisses & Half Sizes

$1.98
LADIES $1.98 Flats and Sandals
LADIES $4.98 & $5.98 Dress Shoes $2.99
$1.00
LADIES $1.98 Flats & Sandals
MEN'S $1.98 Sport Skirts $1.59 2 for $3.00
$1.98
MEN'S $2.98 Sport Shirts
$1.69
PIERS $1.98 Straw Hats
$1.98
MEN'S $2.98 Straw Hats
$2.98
MEN'S $4.95 Straw Hats
$7.95
MEN'S $10.95 Shoes
$5.95
MEN'S $8.95 Shoes
Sorry, all sale item are strictly cash!

ALL SUMMER MDSE
With Savings of 33'' to 50'
SLACKS, SPORTSHIRTS
SWIM TRUNKS, SUITS
ONE LOT OF STRAWHATS
1 2 PRICE
SOCKS, NECKWEAR
BUY NOW AND SAVE
ALL SALES FINAL, CASH
No Alterations

Dade Park Racing
Opens On July 31

Rice's Men's Wear
FULTON, KT.

MAIN ST.

IIIIIIIIIIMIIN

Lester F.. Yeager, president and
general manager of the Dade
Park Jockey Club, has announced that this Western Kentucky
racing establishment will hold
open house on Sunday, July 28.
A cordial invitation is extended
to all racing fans -of the tri-state
area to visit the track on that
day and see the various improvements made since the curtain
rang down the close on the meeting last summer. The meeting
opens a 29-day session, Wednesday, July 31.
Past time for the first race
daily will be 1:15 Central Standard Time, or 2:15 Daylight Saving Time. There *ill be eight
daily and nine on Saturdays.

Don't miss these Week-end Bargains
Ladies first quality

LADIES SUMMER PURSES

"Where You Shop in Air-Conditioned Comfort"

CITY ELECTRIC CO.
305 COMMERCIAL AVE.

LIQUIDATION SALE
Continues Into Second Week
Fabulous Bargains Still Available
Hundreds of items not yet Sold.

NYLON HOSE

Regularly $1.-8 values
Now only

Regular 98c value, now for
the low price of

9k

59c pair; 2 pr. $1.00

Free Free Free Free

LADIES SHORTIE GOWNS

Come in and Register For FREE Gifts To Be Given Away Saturday, Aug. 3 at 700
P. M. Nothing to Buy. Not necessary to be present to win.

GIRLS and LADIES SHORTS I
Regular $2.98 values
Regular $1.98 values
Regular $1.69 values
Regular 98c values
Regular 69c values

-

$1.99
$1.491
$1.29
77c
49c

Made of cotton plisse
Regular $1.98 values

NOW

1st Prize -- Brand New 21" --1957 Model Dumont TV.

$1.29

Regularly Sells For $209.95

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
Lftke Street

Phone 192

Fulton,

Ky.

2nd Prize -- Dormeyer Mixer.
3rd Prize -- General Electric Iron.

I I 'Iitk,t111111'

Mrs. Harvey Teethe •
The announcement of the opening of school on August 26 reminded
us that{ the summer
would soon be over. As always
the youngsters seem as eager for
the opening of school as they
were for the closing in the spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bowen
attended • Bowen family reunion last weekend in Illinois. Mrs.
Easel Rogers, their niece, brought
them home and is spending a few
daps with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Talley
and children from Nashville are
spending a few days with her
parenta. Mr. arid Mrs. Freeman
Harwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ray sold
their farm last week to a Mr.
Thomas from Friendship, Tenn.
This farm had been owned by the
Thomas family for more than
100 years and hiss been bought
by another person of the same
name which is most unusual.
Mrs. Bin Griffin is impinging
slowly after having two blcod
transfusions last week. She was
dismissed from the hospital Friday.
Mrs. Bertie Robey remains in
S critical condition. Her children
have been called to her bedside.
Mr. and Mrs_ Eldon Toone and
children are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Harwood.
Mr. Alton Simpson went to
this
treatment
to r
Memphis
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Poile
and children spent one night
with Mrs. Opal Pounds last week.
They were returning to their
home in Parsons, Kansas after
Na,shvtlle.
a vacation trip to
Smoky and Lookout Mountains,
Georgia, North Carolina and the
Marnmoutb Cave.
Many relatives and friends were
grieved to learn of the passing
away of Mrs. George Murray be
Oklahoma City last week. Mrs.
Murray was a sister-in-law of Mrs.
Ada and Dana Reed and Mrs.
Martha Croft and visited them
many times.
McConnell
a nd
Mrs. Clay
daughters of Decatur, Georgia are
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Will Reed.

3 00 Cosnedy Time
3:30 Western Theatre
Joy** Taylae • 4:30 News
4:40 Weather
We had several bad days last 4:50 Sports
week, and a good shower of rain
Wednesday night, cawing the
THURSDAY
crops that are out to look nice.
JULY 25 - JULY 31
Ronnie Moore of Fulton is visiting his grand parents Mr. and 5:00
Gene Autry
Mrs. Jim Mitchell this week.
5:30 Williams-Vern
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wall of 5:45
NBC News
the Palmore vicinity called on
6:00 Best of Grouch°
the W. L. Rowlands Sunday after6:30 Star and Story
noon awhile.
7:00 Whirlybirds
Mrs. Earl Wray is spending this 7:30 High-Low
week in Chicago with her hus- 8:00 Million $ Movie
band who has work there.
10:00 News
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
FRIDAY
were guests of the Boyd Cazievs
one night lkyst week. Mrs. Casey
is recuperating after a reoent 5:00 Cartoons
5:30 Helen O'Connell
operation.
Mr. and Mrs Tremon Rickman 5:45 NBC News
6:00 Blondie
attended the revival at Knob
6:30
Life of Riley
Creek Church Thursday night.
Mesdames R. Z. Goodgion of 7:00 The Hunter
7:30 Passport to Danger
Murray, L. A. Rowland and John
8:00 Cavalcade of Sports
Singleton of Lynn Grove were
guests of Mks Mite Rowland Fri- 8:45 Red Barber
9:00 Date With Angels
day.
9:30 Outdoor Reporter
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Can- and
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Taylor and 9:45 News
Joyce from Bethlehem attended
SATURDAY
preaching at Dukedom Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson vis- 1045 4-1f Program
ited their daughter, Mrs. Harold 11:15 Durocher Show
Carr, Mr. Carr and Raudal of 11:25 Major League Baseball
Milwalkee vs N. Y. Giants
Lone Oak Sunday.
Mrs. Virginia Wray was guest 3:30 Fury
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. 4:00 Western Theatre
T. C. House, Friday night awhile. 5:00 Cartoons
Mr and Mrs. Hobert Floyd of 5:30 People Are runny
Chicago visited here last week as 6:00 Julius La Rosa
7:00 Drama Unlimited
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd
and Mr. and Mrs. Otis LaCarnu. 7:30 Dollar a Second
Miss Constance Jones return- 8:08 Encore Theatre
ed to her home a few _daYs ago 8:30 Adventure Theatre
after attending the funeral of 9:00 Lawrence Welk
a close friend. Dr. Samuels of 1000 Studio Wrestling
Hickman. Randal Carr is visitSUNDAY
ing his grand parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Carr and Mr. and 1:00 This is the Answer
Mrs. Roy Emerson this week.
1:30 Mr. Wizard
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. 9:00 American Forum
and Mrs. Joe Work were Bro. 2:30 Zoo Parade
and Mrs. Mayes and Dorothy, 3:00 Frontiers of Faith
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell and 3:30 Outlook
Ronnie Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. 4.00 Meet the Press
Noble Melton, Mrs. Maude and 4:30 Cowboy Theatre
Mies Constance Jones, Mr. acid 5:30 The Way
Mrs. A. A. McGuire, Mr. and 6:00 Steve Allen
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce. 7:00 Willy
Every one enjoyed the hospital- 7:30 Racket Squad
ity and had a good day together. 8:00 The Webb
830 Million $ Movie
NEW RAND DIRECTOR
10:13 News

Prince Edward Island Lobster Carnival • DUKEDOM RT. 2

•CHESTNUT GLADE

1•
.•• •

5, 1957
at 10 a. m. Prayer service is each
evening at 7:30 p. m. Bro. Wilbur
Mrs. Carey Friel& • Johnson is the visiting evangelist
with services held daily at 2 p.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran and m. and evening services at 8 p.
By Marie Holland
daughters, Donna and Mary El- m. The public ig invited by the
church
and
Bro.
Henderson.
len, of New York City are here
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hammett
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. L Doron, and other relatives and family of Hallow Rock,
Tenn., Mrs. Charles Sweeten and
here and in Union City.
The homemaker who makes to-cook whole meals with frozen
daughters of Washington, D. C.
wide use of her home freezer foods. if, for example, a favorMrs. Norman Hayes and sons, and Mrs. Johnnie King of Union
is never at a loss as to what to ite family menu includes chicken,
Roger and Terry, left Thursday City spent Sunday with Mr. and
serve for what occasion. Days cranberries, two vegetables, rolls
for their home in Detroit alter Mrs. Buton Lassiter and also ITS A BOY
ahead she can bake and freeze and strawberry pie, the individuMr. and Mrs. Billy Nelms of
spending their vacation among visited the B. L. Doron family.
foods for contributions to the al package of these frozen foods
Fulton are the proud parents of community
hoinefolits.
"homebake" sale. may be assembled and packaged
a
baby
boy,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Billy
Doron
Allen
Nelms,
and
Bro. Dempsey Henderson has
With a wide selection of delici- together, with an outside label
'daughters.
born
at
Jr.,
8:20 p. m., July 19,
Alicia and Lita Ann,
been engaged in a revival near
ous foods at hand, tempting tid= listing menu and quantities.
Hopkinsville at the Union Baptist of Dublin, Ga. are spending their at Haws Memorial Hospital. The bits may be prepared easily for
This plan pays clividens when
Church during the past week vacation here with their parents, baby weighed eight pounds, 10 invalids. Further, the homemak- an emergency takes the homeounces
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Bynum
and
where much interest was shown
er who keeps an open door for maker away at mealtime, or
Another series of meetings began Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron. They
her children's friends will always when unexpected guests arrive.
will
GIRL
IT'S
visit
A
in
Ky.,
Fredonia,
as
at New Salem Baptist Church
have something to serve them Then, too, other family members
guests
of Rev. and Mrs. B. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kelly of without
on Sunday, July 21, at 11 a. m.
a last minute rush or an enjoy getting an occasional meal
the Country Club Court are the upset
Pastor Henderson invites every- Bynum.
kitchen. Be it for formal with the minimum of effort reMike Friekis of Los Angeles, proud parents of a baby girl,
one to come out to Sunday School
dinners or for fun and frolic, be quired by a packaged lunch or
Calif., is visiting with Mr. and born at 12:14 p. m., on July 18,
it for family meals or "cater- dinner. The hostess who prepares
Mrs. Doyle Frields and Karen in at Haws Memorial Hospital. The
ing", the home freezer provides and freezes a company dinner
baby weighed eight pounds, 12
Fulton.
food for every occasion.
days ahead can meet her guests
ounces.
Another heavy rain fell over
Planning meals with freezer unflurried, able to enjoy the octhis area the past week and hinfoods is simple and fun. Instead casion as much as they do.
dered the farmers who were sav- IT'S A GIRL
of last minute changes to match
With frozen complete meals aling hay. Quite a lot of the feed
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Winstead what happens
Fultea-Ualse City Highway
to be in the mar- ways on hand, the homemaker is
was damaged according to re- of Palmersville are the proud
ket, the homemaker has, right free to go and come as she
THURS-FILL, JULY 23-24
ports from the crew of Harvey parents of a daughter, born at
at hand, just what she wants, pleases, unhampered by the
(Starts at 7:40)
Donoho and Buston Lassiter who 1:50 a. m., on July 19, at Jones Just when she
wants it.
necessity of three-times-a-dayTIER TWO GUN TRACE=
are engaged in custom work.
Hospital. The baby weighed eight
Some homemakers plan ready- meal planning and preparation.
With Guy Madison
There is some improvement in pounds, 14 ounces.
plus
the condition of Mrs. Nora VinREAL GONE
WELCOME, GOSPEL SINGERS
(Starts at 8:50)
cent since my last write-up. She ITS A GIRL
BLOOD ALLEY
Mr. and Mrs. Hanl Pierce of
has had some medical aid from
Pat Boone drew a bigger
Secretary of State Thelma StoJohn Wayne
3551 Galloway Avenue, Memphis crowd this year at Frankfort
Lauren Baca11 Dr. Wilson of Dresden.
than vall will welcome to the ComMr. and Mrs. Will McClure of are the proud parents of a seven Daniel. Daniel's day was observ- monwealth Aug. 5 the Negro. allSATURDAY. JULY 37
Newark, N. J. have returned pound, five ounce baby girl, born ed June 7; Pat's exactly one denominational National Conven—Triple-haters pregnus-home to the east, after a vaca- July 15, at 1:15 at Baptist Hos- month later. Pat, who says he's tion of Gospel Choirs. She also
(Starts at 7:40)
tion
here with their aged mother, pital.
a great-great-great grandson of will deliver a message of welA LISS BEFORE DYING
Mrs.
Mary Katherine McClure,
the famous pioneer, and a group come from Acting Gov. Harry
Robt Waggner
Virginia Leigh
and other relatives here and in FT'S A BOY
of movie people who are making Lee Waterfield to the 12,000
also
Mr. and Mrs. John Tines of a film in the Blue
Mayfield, Ky.
Grass, were persons expected to attend the
(Starts at 9.30)
Water
Valley,
Ky.,
are
the
proud
All the family gathered into
commissioned Kentucky Colonels meeting at the Kentucky Fair111ZY RODE WEST
parents
of
a
7
lb.
6
oz.
boy,
born
the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. L
by Acting Governor Waterfield.
Rohl. Francis
grounds and Exposiion Center,
Donna Reed Doron, St. Line Road, the past at 3:15 a. m., July 17 at Jones The
larger turnout for Pat, mostalso
Sunday to spend the day. At Hospital. The baby has been ly teenage idolizers of the rock Louisville. All those gospel choristers in the State at one time
(Starts at 10:55)
noon a delectable repast was en- named Jerry Wayne.
n' roll singer, was officially noted
should
gain Kentucky some diBETRAYED WOMEN
joyed by all. Those who attendduring the ceremony on the Capivine recognition.
With Carole Metthews
ed were: Mr. and Mrs. Wayne ITS A BOY
tol steps. Said one teenager:
Mr. and Mrs. James Randall "That Daniel is real gone,
Doron and daughters, Donna and
man,
SUN-MON-TUES-WED
Mary Ellen, New York City; Mr. Walker of Union City, Tenn., are but Pat's alive, ain't he?"
Go To Church Sunday
JULY 211-22-28-31
and Mrs. Ralph Doron and daugh- the proud parents of a 7 lb. 4 oz.
FIRST SHOWING IN
ters, Alicia and Lita Ann, Dub- boy born at the Obion County
UNION CITY AREA
lin. Ga.; Dr. Newell Doron, Mr. Hospital. He has been named gtrl, born at 12:20 p. m., July 21.
(Starts at 7:40)
and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union City; James Randall Walker II. Mrs. at Haws Memorial Hospital.
and also your writer. The after- Walker is the former Myra Ann
noon was spent on the lawn with Moss of Fulton.
ITS A GIRL
snapshots and children enjoying
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Holt of
IT'S A BOY
music.
Tupelo, Miss., are the proud parMr. and Mrs. Donald Clinard, ents of a seven pound baby girl.
Of Fulton Route 3, are the proud Ann Houston Holt. born Saiturparents of a 9 lb. 3 oz. boy born day. July 2. at I p. m. Mrs. Holt
• PALESTINE NEWS at
Haws Memorial Hospital at is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
also
Mn. ',rill, Nugent •
11.00 a. m.. July 16. He has been H. B. Houston and Mr. olt Is the
FIRST SHOWING IN
named Michael Lewis.
UNION CITY AREA
son of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Holt
Palestine Homemakers and
(Starts at 9:15)
of Fulton.
their families and several visit- IT'S A BOY
ors enjoyed their annual picnic
Mr. and Mrs. James Callis of ITS A GIRL
Friday night at the community Martin. Route 4, are the
proud
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Grooms of
center. After the delicious sup- parents of a 9 lb 3 or.
boy born Fulton are the proud parents of
per, George Burnette showed his at Haws Memorial
Hospital at a daughter, Tarnaria, born July
slides taken in Korea when he 10:30 p. m. July 18.
13, at 4:32 p. m., at Jones Hospiwas there on a 4-H project last
tal
year. It was enjoyed by all.
GIRL
IT'S A
—THURN-IFTU-SAT-SUN-MON
Mrs. Ellis B. Roper was moved
Mr. ,and Mrs. Charles Dixon of
Ausuet 14-3-4-3
to the home of her sister, Mrs. Fulton are the proud parents of ITS A BOY
Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Taylor
(Starts at 7 40)
Bertha Nugent, Sunday from the an eight pound, seven ounce baby
THREE BRAVE MEN
Obion County Hospital where girl, born at 1225 p. m.. July 20, are the proud parents of a son,
.;.This deluxe latex
born July 10 in the St. Louis
Ernest Borgnine she has been a patient for sevRay Milland
at Haws Memorial Hospital.
wall paint goes on fast
- Maternity Hospital. The baby
also
eral weeks. We wish her a speedy
and
easy, dries in one
weighed
four
pounds
and
was
IN
SHOWING
FIRST
recovery.
ITS A GIRL
named Frank. Mrs. Taylor is the
hour, and one gallon
UNION CITY AREA
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Billie Neisler of
does the average room.
(Starts at 911))
-,Mrs. Richard Mobley were Mr. Fulton are the proud parents of former Margaret Brady, daughA beautiful finish in
and Mrs. John Jackson and fam- a seven pound. 12 ounce baby ter of Mr. *rid Mrs. Frank Brady
of Fulton.
ily of Inkster. Mich. and Mrs. J.
your favorite oo/orid
R. Jackson of Detroit. Mich.
ITS
A
BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Mang and
Mrs. Claude Mattingly is atMr. and Mrs. Billy Owen of
daughter of Pittsburg are spend- tending the bedside of her mothing this week with Mr. and Mrs. er, Mrs. Pete Jackson, in the Ful- Fulton, Route 2, are the proud
parents of a baby boy, born July
Homes Weatherspoon and Dan. ton Hospital.
13, at 7:31 a. m., at Fulton HosMr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited pital. The baby weighed seven
Mrs. Boyd Browder in the Obion pounds ten ounces.
BIG DOUBLE
County Hospital Sunday afternoon. They report that she is imPasteurization does not affect
proving.
FEATURE PROGRAM
the nutritive value of milk, but
Sunday afternoon visitors of It does protect Its health giving
Mr. and Mrs. Stroud and Mr. and qualitka.
Friday — Saturday
Mrs. Morgan Davidson were Mesdames Henry Ritter of Memphis.'
Mich., Roy Howell and Charles
Action-Packed Western
Via.
Visitors in the home of Mr.
Johnny Mack Brown
and Mrs. M. R. Jeffress and family last week were Mr. and Mrs.
at Overpass on 51-3 Miles North of Fulton
Seward Wade and son of New
Orleans, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Luna
STNE
ADULTS 45c
KIDS FREE
Wade and family of Kingsport,
marina SMIPAUMS1 PICA
Tenn. and Rev. and Mrs. C. D.
(Closed on Thursday to permit our employees
Baker and family of Memphis,
Tenn.
to have a nits off)
Also — Little Ouacker & Hot Heir (comedy)
Mrs. Robert Thompson and
daughter, Rita, returned home
Saturday from their vacation.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Ate

id.

.98
.98

11.98
0.99
$1.00

moo

$1.98
$1.69
11.98
$2.98
$7.95
$5.95

fort"

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

The Fulton News, Thursday, July 25, 1957 Page
on a round-table discussion of
policy and planning, were asked
by the Company for an exchange
of ideas that have made them
loans Women in their resperFulton, Uve territories.
Bennett Wheeler of
local representative of the Metropolitan LLte Insurance ComCHEESE CUTTING
pany, was signally honored by
Variety of cheeses cut for a
his company last week in being
called to Nashville wits- a few cheese tray should be cut in
of the leading salesmen of the chunks rather than thin slices.
Mid-South on a business con- It tastes better that way, with
ference meeting.
the flavor more evident.
Mr. Wheeler and other company representatives, sitting in
Go To Church Sunday

Bennett Wheeler Is
Honored By Company

IT NAPPINID IN

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

EISAMIGE

(0.
rul.rota

1817—FIRST STEAMBOAT BUILT IN KENTUCKY
The first steamboat built in Kentucky was the
"Pike", made in 1817 at Henderson. The 14th steamboat built in Western waters, ttie "Pike" was used in
passenger service between Henderson and St. Louis.
Kentucky's next steamboat was built at Frankfort
and was appropriately called the "Kentucky". Of the
fist 41 steamboats built in Western waters, seven
were built in our state
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
St
• KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
Koniticky
'? 1333 OWN=
JOU

ORPHEUM

Thursday & Friday
& SATURDAY
I—G DOUBLE
FEATURE

/73)4 - - .9e.e.(-44t/

—AND—

"ROCK BABY ROCK IT"
ROCK 'N ROLL TO 17 TOP
HIT TUNES

STARTS SUNDAY FOR 5 DAYS
AT REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

FREE- Autographed Photos of Pat Boone
To The First 500 Customers Attending

NORTH FULTON IRIVE-IN

"LAW COMES
TO GUNSIGHT"

FRIDAY & SATURDAY —2HITS

SUNDAY - MONDAY & TUESDAY

A NEW FIRST IN HIS
EXCITING CAREER ,

MAN

ON

FIRE

STEIINS•MARYfICKETT•E.G.MARSHALL
Also — News — SATURDAY EVENING PUSS

ELLIS PARK RACES
July 31 to September 2
Inclusive
8 Races Daily — 9 Sat.
First Race
Post Time
1:15 p. m. Central
Standard Time
2:15 p. m. Daylight
Saving Time
Rain or Shine
Free Parking

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

THE MIDNIGHT STORY
in CinemaScope
Tony Curtis — Marisa Pavan — Gilbert Roland

1111111111110isariirslosabaragimismsmiszsw1

Track located midway between
Henderson, Ky., and Evansville, Ind., on U. S. Highway
41.
Ojeratsd by

Dade Park Jockey
Club
Iaeorperated

Tor

zrAatsRiiick-%

naiscoust•

Olin

PLUS
A SURPRISE FEATURE! CAN YOU GUESS?

SUNDAY & MONDAY
— PLUS
in color
"THE WORLD'S
•••••

MOST BEAUTIFUL

own..

Do.hbie
rio.yitolds
F.1‘.11t
BUNDLE OF JOY

GIRLS"
Miss Universe Contest

NEXT TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
BARGAIN NITES -- 75c A CARLOAD

20"
t11/411111
,10If
pm.*

PAT

BOONE
TERRY

MOORE
JANET

GAYNOR
DEAN

JAGGER

BERNARDINE
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Funeral Services For
L. C. Massie To Be
Thursday Afternoon
Beloved Citisen
Had Been 111
Several Years

DEATHS
Ed Brooks
Ed Brook, 83, well-known retired contractor, died Saturday,
July 20, at the Fuller-Morgan
Hospital in Mayfield. He made
his home at 202 West Walnut
Street in Mayfield. Funeral services were held Monday afternoon, July 22, at 2 o'clock at
Byrn Funeral Home with the
Rev. John Huffman, officating.
Burial was in Little Obion cemetery.
Mr. Brooks leaves a son, Mack
Brooks of Mayfield, a daughter,
Mrs. Jimmy Puckett of Mayfield
and a sister, Mrs. W. M. Hill of
Fulton. He was a former resident
of Fulton.
He was an uncle of Don Hill,
Mrs. Charles Gregory and Mrs.
Guy Duley of Fulton.
Pallbearers at the services
were: Ted Daniels, Jack Omer,
Frank White, James Pryor,
Tommy Hughes and Jerry Stokes.

Kiw anis club members here
are snliling for the first time in
eight weeks.
Their scenic railway in Reelfoot state park has re-opened as
flood waters recede.
James Hearn, president, said
Tuesday that the lake level at
Reelfoot will now permit operation of the small diesel railway,
which was forced to shut down
two months ago after torrential
rains.
Kiwanis club members use
proceeds of their railroad line

for charity and public service
projects. The club invested $10,000 in the railway line, which is
2500 feet long.
Members have worked day and
night the past week to clean and
repair damage in the park area.
Record crowds are visiting
Reelfoot lake state park this summer.
Mr. Hearn said that more than
3000 persons, mostly children,
rode the train before bad weather
stopped the operation temporarily.

A beloved and respected citizen, L. C. Massie, passed away
Tuesday afternoon at three
o'clock at his home on Eddings
Street. Mr. Massie had been in
ill health for several years. He
was 80.
He was born January 27, 1877
near Woodville, Ky. He was the
son of Jesse H. atxd Nancy Gillen Massey who were a prominent McCracken County family.
The following were patients in
He attended the schools of
Opening dates for the schools
the local hospitals Wednesday
Woodville and business college
of Weakley County have been
morning.
in Nashville, Tenn. He was marrreleased by the County Board of
Jones Clinic:
ied to Unie Vivian House OctoEducation. Four schools will open
baby,
Mills
Mrs.
and
Freddie
ber 28, 1918 and to this union
Madisonville; Mrs. Tom Arring- for registration Aug. 8 and the
two daughters were born. For
Cayce; Mrs. George Simp- remaining seven sdhools will hold
ton,
many years Mr. Massie was in
son, Rutherford Glover, Grover their registration Aug. 22.
business in Kevil and La Center,
The four schools to hold regisWright and Mrs. T. D. Butts all
Ky. And then later was associattration Aug. 8 are Gleason,
of
Fulton.
ed with the Wrought Iron Range
Greenfield, Sharon, and Sidonia.
Fulton Hospital:
Company of St. Louis, Missouri.
Mrs. Raymond Hamard, Mrs. Techers of these .schools will reFuneral services will be held
port Monday, Aug. 5, for preA. If. Bass and Mrs. Lina ParThursday afternoon at 2:30 in the
school
conferences. Buses will
ham, of Hickman; Mrs. Clyde
afternoon with the Rev. Henry
Racy and Dunell Russell of run their regular schedules
Russell and Rev. Charles Roe- as
Grundy Puckett, 80-year-old Martin; Barry Miller and Mrs. Thursday and pupas will register
the officiating ministers. The father of Carl Puckett, Fulton,
in their respective schools. ClassW. C. Henshaw of Union City;
body will remain at the Horn- Route 4, passed away WednesJohn Finch and Mrs. Comiah room instruction in these schools
beak Funeral Home until time day morning, July 17, at 4:20 at
will begin Monday, Aug. 12.
Freeman of Wingo; Mrs. Cecil
for the services. Burial will be Fulton, Hospital, following a long
Schools to register Aug. 22 are
Choate, Clinton; Luther Pickens,
in the Palestine Cemetery.
illness.
Water Valley; Bonnie Helms, Martin, Dresden, Chestnut Glade,
Mr. Puckett was born in Weak- Mrs. R. V. Putman,
He is survived by his widow;
Sr., Mrs. Wil- Palmersville, Central, Welch and
two daughters, Mrs. W. T. Pow- ley County, Tenn., October 20, liam Parker and baby, C. W. Bur- Union No. 1. All teachers will re1880,
the
son of the late Tho- row, Bob White, Mrs. Jete Jack- port to their schools Monday,
ers of Union City and Mrs. H. C.
Thomas of Peoria, Illinois; three mas and Mattie CrOaSUM Puckett. son, R. A. Owens, W. M. John- Aug. 19, for pre-school conferFuneral services were held at son,
sisters, Mrs. Atlas Kent, Mrs.
R. E. Taylor, Mrs. Raymond ences. Buses will run Thursday
Earl Johnston and Mrs. C. D. 3:00 p. m. Thursday at the Horn- Brown, B. B. Stephenson, Jessie morning, Aug. 22, with children
McCaw all of Kevil, Ky.; one beak Funeral Home, with the Joyner, Mrs. Mike Fry and Gip registering that day at their rebrother, Louis Massie of LaCen- Rev. H. E. Russell officiating. IlikeDade all of Fulton.
spective schools. The regular
ter and several grandchildren Burial was in Pleasant Valley
term will begin the following
Hospital:
Memorial
Haws
Cemetery, east of Water Valley.
and other relatives.
Monday, Aug. 28.
Dukedom;
Opal
Redman,
Mrs.
Mr. Puckett's wife, Mrs. MarPallbearers will be: David
Mrs. Betty Lamb and Lillie House
Clements, Howard Massie, Joe garet Rebecca Boyd Puckett, pre- of Water Valley; Mrs.illulDy MayTO PROMOTE REELFOOT
ceded
him
in
death
in 1927.
Davis, Roper Fields, Dr. L. A.
He is survived by six sons, hall, Mrs. Lucille Yates, Hal
Perry and Jerry Speight.
Businessmen in the Reelfoot
Carl Puckett, Fulton; Boyd Puc- Warren, Don Adams, Charles
Lake vicinity, meeting last week,
kett of Mandeville, La.; and Nor- Vaughn, .4try Irvin, Mrs. Ka-thplan to form a corporation for
man Ivey, Woodrow, and Jewell erine Shupe, Willie Speed, Mrs.
the express purpose of promoting
Puckett, all of Van Dike, Mich.; Alen Speed, Mrs. Billie Heisler
tourist business potential around
two daughters, Miss Violet Puc- and baby, Howard Strange, Mrs.
Reelfoot Lake.
W.
Opal
W.
Glover
Yates
all
and
kett of Detroit and Mrs. Melton
The appointment of Dr. Hen- Leath of Hammond, Ind... three of Fulton.
son Harris as academic dean of brothers, Will and Gordie PucCONVERTING TO DIAL
Georgetown College was an- kett of West Virginia and Justice
OWENS IMPROVING
A crew of about 50 employees
nounced today by President H. Puckett of Mayfield; two sisters,
Leo Eddleman. Dr. Harris comes Mrs. Millie Choate and Mrs.
R. A. Owens, Fulton Florist of the Western Electric Company
to Georgetown from Wayland Chester Charleston, Wingo.
who suffered a heart attack last have arrived in Union City to
College, Plainview, Texas, where
Saturday, is reported Wednesday spend six months converting the
he has been dean for 9—years.
as "better" by the Fulton Hospi- Union City telephones system
over to dial service
tal,
where he is a patient.
Dr. Harris is a graduate of
Murray State College in Murray,
Kentucky, near his birthplace of
The 4th annual Commodore's
Farmington, Kentucky. He received his M. A. degree from Cup Regatta on Kentucky Lake
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, is scheduled for August 3-4, acWestern Kentucky farmers get
Tennessee, where he held a gra- cording to Chairman Jack Keiler,
a look at practically every type
duate fellowship in mathematics. Paducah.
The race will be sponsored by of western Kenucky crop producHe is married to the former
Larue Russell of Kirksey, Ken- the Kentucky Lake Sailing Club. ion at the agronomy field day
A practice race is planned Fri- Aug. 1 at the Princeton Experitucky. Dr. and Mrs. Harris have
two children, Janis, age 12 and day, August 2. Races on Saturday ment Substation.
will be at 10 a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
Burley, dark tobacco, corn,
Robert, age 8.
He will assume his duties at and on Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
forage crops, grain sorghums and
the college on or about August
small-grain testing work all will
15.
Go To Church Sammy
be shown or discussed.
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ing regulations by various governmental departments.
One
The Court s&d the regulation
neither enlarged nor restriced
OK on the state's doubled the
The Annual Meeting of the
application of the terms of
whiskey production tax and the
the laws, but merely declared an Jackson Purchase Artificial
point system for penalizing danBreeding Cooperative will be held
administrative policy
gerous drivers.
Saturday, July 27th, on the RayAppellate Court's affirmation
mond Champion farm, one mile
of the point system reversed
east of Cayce, Kentucky, on HighFranklin Circuit Court, which
way 94 at 10:00 a. m.
had ruled that the Safety DeEach member will receive two
partment exceeded its statutory
Fly-ups and Brownie Scouts
authoriy in exercising he reg- registering at Camp Bear Creek, free dinner tickets for the barbecue. Extra tickets will cost 75c
ulations.
Route 4, Benton, Kentucky July each.
Under the point system, three 21 included the following from
to 12 penalty points are assessed Fulton: Lynn Dallas, Carole
The program will begin with
against drivers convicted of var- Pigue, Sara Jane Poe, Andrea registration and judging school
ious moving traffic offenses. Milton, Mary Poe, Terry Thomas, at 10 a. m., followed by lunch at
When the accumulation reaches Ann, Williams, Judith lilinkley, noon.
a total of 12 points, the driver's Sylvia Carden, Carolyn Fly, MarAt 1:00 p. m. a short business
license is suspended.
gartt Omar and Susan Jones.
meeting of the association will be
Appellate Court held that the
They will stay for a one week held, followed by an address at
Safety Department acted clearly session ending July 27.
1:30 p. m. by Garland Bastin.
within the scope of power deleUniversity of Kentucky dairy
gated to it under laws authorizspecialist.
Go To Chart& Saadig

Kiwanians' 2500-Foot-Long Scenic Railway Al Court Approves—
Reelfoot Lake Is Again Open For Business theirContinued From Page
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Breeder's Co-Operative
Will Meet On July 27

12 From Fulton Are
Al Camp Bear Creek
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A Starter. Set !!
Hemcoware
Durable, unbreakable Plastic
16-Piece Starter Sets $3.49

IJ

his
int

ch
(ROUND SHAPE)

• four cups
• Four saucers
'4 fruit bowls
• 4 plates
(OPEN STOCK: YOU
CAN ALWAYS FILL
IN A COMPLETE
SERVICE)
• Eight attractive
pastel colors)

se
dc

Guaranteed for one year of normal use!
—The answer to your tableware breakage
problem!
—May be washed safely in any dishwasher!
—TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNTL — START YOURSELF A COMPLETE SERVICE WITH THIS STARTER SET.
A $4.95 value
Only 63.49 SET
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BALDRIDGE'S
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DINETTE SUITE
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$119.95
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CHROME DINETTE SUITE
LARGE 36x72 TABLE WITH
CHROME
6 CHAIRS
HANDLES ON BACK
32-PC. SET OF DISHES WITH
EACH SUITE SOLD.

FREE

YOUR OLD SUITE IS THE
YOU PAY ONLY
DOWN PAYMENT

•
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FREE

• • $99.95
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OTHER SUITES FOR AS LITTLE AS
PVERY lime& time United States
Testing Co. picks a Beautyrest
Mattress eight GI the open market.
You me,this leading testing laboratory
once made some really tough tests to
me which mattress lasts longer. Beauty1
2 times Isere llse lab
rest lasted 2/
mangy was so impressed that it ipeve

the SilTIMOOS people its "Seal of Quality" (no other mattress has it!).
BUT—there's a catch! Beautyrest has
to meet the laboratory standards every
month or lose the seal. So the United
States Testing Co. keeps right on testing. Besutyrest still has the seal. Do
yes have a Beautyresti

You ean 5fhp 13e2tityrest at-GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
"Four Floors Of Fine Furniture"
FULTON, KY.

$59.95

20 Inch

9x12 Linoleum

Large Selection

WINDOW FAN

RUGS

FOR ONLY

AS LOW AS

LAMPS
1',2 PRICE

$24.00

$4.95

WADE
LAKE STREET

FURNITURE
COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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